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i. No

25.

INTRODUCED BY
DELEGATE ANDREWS

Appropriating
$200,000 for Pulilic
iiuilriinri At AlhiKiucrquc-Crcnt- rs
Seventh Judicial District
The following bills have boon introduced
hy Delegate W. II. Andrews in the House
of Representatives and are now ponding
in committees:
A bill to provide
for the erection of a
public building at Albuquerque, Territory
ol New Mexico.
Me it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of 1I10 United States
of America in Congress assembled:
That the secretary of the treasury be,
and he is hereby, authorized to contract
for tlte erection and completion on the site
already acquired by the government of the
United Stales for the purpose of a suitable
building, including lire-provaults, heating and ventilating apparatus, and approaches for the use and accommodation
of the United States postollicc and other
government offices in the city of Albuquerque, Territory of New Mexico, the cost of
said building, including said vaults, heating apparatus, and approaches, complete,
not to exceed the sum of two hundred
The building shall be
thousand dollars.
unexposed to danger from (ire by an open
space of at least twenty feet on each side,
including streets and alleys.
A bill to provide for an additional associate justice of the supreme court of the
Territory of New Mexico.
He it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled
That hereafter the Supreme Court of the
Territory of New Mexico shall consist of a
chief justice and six associate justices, any
live of whom shall constilue a quorum:
Provided, That the judge who presided at
the trial of a cause in the court below shall
not sit at the hearing of the same case on
appeal or writ of error in the Supreme
Court of the Territory.
Sec. 2.
That it shall bo the duty of the
President to appoint an additional associate justice of said supreme court in the
manner now provided by law, who shall
hold his office for the term of four years
and until his successor is appointed and
qualified.
Sec.
That the said Territory shall be
divided into seven judicial districts, and
a district court shall be held in each district by one of the judges of the supreme
court at such lime and place as is or may
liach judge, after
be prescribed by law.
assignment, shall reside in the district to
which he is assigned.
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Subscription
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See. fi. That all olfonsos rnmmitted beMr. Holder, the hotel man, is reported
The Carnival has a page ad on the back
fore the passage of this act shall be prosevery sick.
of this paper, road it.
cuted, tried add determined in the same
G. P. Glenn has gone to work on the
There is a change of ad for I he new
manner and with the same effort (except
building.
racket store in this issue, look it up and
as to the number of judges) as il mis act Jones
hat' not passed.
li. II. Fulwood is boring a well for Dod-so- n see what it oilers.
brothers on Jenkins Flat.
Ramsay's Old Scotch Whiskey, which is
A SENSIBLE SUGGESTION
D. Sherwood is building a house on his a lino article, is always kept in stock at the
Captain Fullorton of t h e territorial ranch two miles north of town.
Legal Tender Saloon.
apr 7 tf
mounted police has been let out and DepF. H. Wood, one of our prominent sheep
Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Hedgpcth will leave
uty United States Marshal Fred Fornoff,
men, spent Wednesday in town.
Sunday night for Las Crucos to attend the
of Albuquerque, has been appointed in his
place by the governor. Now let these uniM. H. Fowler is going to dig a well on lil Paso District Conference.
formed and ornamented gentlemen gel out his property near the bottling works.
There is a new page ad space in this
into the mountains, and into the secret
is moving right along issue, keep your eye on that space next
building
The
Jones
rendezvous of the bad me- n- and it is well
and will be reatly for occupancy in a few week, and you may see some .trade surknown that there are such -- and not conprises.
dasy.
fine themselves strictly to the towns along
the lines of railroads as detectives for the
John Madden has sold 200 acres of land
150 sweet pea seed and a 10c coupon free
railroad companies. While Oaks Outlook to James Hond iS miles south of Tucum- with each 50c purchase at Pioneer Drug
cari.
Store. Coupon is good for 10c on purchase
M. li. Shaft, of Chicltasha, I. T., a maDr. J. G. Russell is improving his drug of a 50c bottle of Reiffcrs perfume,
chinist in the employ of the Rock Island' store this week by putting in larger show
The K. C. Saloon opened up for busiis here this week looking at the country,
windows.
ness first door east of Morgan & Grubbs
and is so well pleased with it that ho has
the first of the week.
Look up their ad
Mrs. La Mar is asking for bids on an
decided to locate ami make his home here.
ami sec what these ncople offer in their
He has homestcaded 10 miles east of town. extension which she is going to build onto
line.
When he goes home he is going to tell his her residence.
J. Wright of Jackson, Michigan, bought
neighbors about what we have to offer
flarlcy Wilborn came in Tuesday from
them in the land of sunshine, and he feels Mannsville, I. T., and will make his home 480 acres of land from John Madden this
week.
The tract lies seven miles from
certain that ten to twenty families will be- here with his father.
town and part of it on the Plaza Largo.
gin to investigate it for themselves and
Read the advertising in this issue of the Mr. Wright will open a large farm.
ultimately will settle among us. Mr. Shalf
tells the editor of the News that those peo- News; there arc some good things offered
Clark's Rye Old Oscar Pepper Old
ple back there have little idea of what we by our advertisers in this issue.
Crow Canadian Club Gordon's Dry Gin
have out here, and that a little informaN. V. Gallegos is building a residence
John Van Hausman's Geneva Gin. trip-ti- e
tion imparted to them in the right way on his lot near the school house,
The
distilled, absolutely pure this is the
would be the means of bringing many de- house will consist of five rooms.
best. At the K. C. Har
tf
sirable people to this country to make
Rhine wines, sherry, port, Madeira, etc.
their homes.
There will be union services at the
The very best that money can buy is al- South Methodist Church Sunday morning,
Dare Devil Diavolo loops the spiral loop, ways in stock at the Legal Tender.
tf
union services at the Baptist Church Sunand each time he undertakes this feat he
day night, and the Young People's Union
may
man
received
what
is
any
Value
is facing death.
He has met with five
meets at the Baptist Church Sunday night
accidents since undertaking this act; and expect when ho smokes Napoleon Cigar. at o'clock.
Thero will be special music
7
apr 7 tf
this large act will take place in the big Leader at Morgan & Grubbs' .
programs at all of these services.
Stadium Show. The Ftikimo family from
S. C. Campbell and Miss Iimma Jahns
the llowery kingdom of Japan, consisting
Hello of Milton bonded whiskey
Old
are putting up a new building which will
of head balancing, ocrobats, wire walkers,
Kentucky pure while corn, double stamped
be occupied by Clint Rutherlord's saddle
juggling,
whiskey
necromancing, nlso take place
Guckheimcr Rye John Do War
shop.
Old Highland Scotch whiskey
here.
Hammett and Stone, the great
F. & J.
li. H. Herring, son of Dr. and Mrs. H. Roche Old Irish whiskey
cycle whirl riders, also appear in the big
Old Original
Stadium, including altogether 14 Hig Acts. F. Herring, is hen; from Ragle, Okla., Hungarian Hlackberry Juice for medical
He is in the telephone purposes all those can be had at the K.
visiting them.
Laugh and grow fat.
180 laughs in 10 business at Ragle.
C. Har.
tf
Get lost in the Giggle House.
minutes.
line,
Hailey
Dawson
the
of
Conductor
S. H. Hancock, Paris, Texas; John A.
The side splitting experience you will have
ddition Laughlin, Trinidad, Colo.; and N. S.
after visiting this place will be remember- bought lot 7, block to, Russell
He will McGce, Amarillo, Texas, stockholders and
ed when your teeth ache and your corns this week from W. A. Jackson.
build a residence.
ollicers of the McGce addition to Tucumburn.
"It ain't no lie, it ain't no bluff,
W. A. Jackson, W. F. Buchanan, and cari, are expected here in a few days to
The Giggle House to laugh is just the W. H. Fuqua, of Amarillo, Texas, went attend a stockholders' meeting of that
Hancock is president, LaughstulT."
to the Heck Grant Wednesday to look af- company.
lin is secretary, and McGeo
ter their intersts there.
and Col. T. W, Meman of this city secreA number of Tucumcari Iilks will attend
Geo. P. Chapman, Columbia, Ky.,Chas. tary, The meeting will bo at Col. Heman's
the general roundup at Las Vegas next
Reed, Thomas Buckingham and Robert ollice on the 14th inst.
Among them are C. C. Davidson, Anglin, of Venila,
week.
I. T., have located
Dr. C. W.
J. A. Street, liarl George,
claims 10 miles cast of town.
H.
Fowler.
and
M.
Donohoo
P.
Kluttz, R.
Notice.
And the Mavericks who contemplate going
Hill A Hill and Guckenhcimer whiskeys
A meotfng of the Masonic Building As
are T. H. Sanders, Robert S. Coulter and bottled in bond; and in fact, all kinds of
sociation is called for Wednesday evening
R li. Hanrahan.
pure case goods are offered at standard at 4 p. m. at Masonic Hall; important
j
apr 7 tf
prices at the Legal Tender.
business.
Our Iiloctric Theater comes hero well

Sec. 4. That the present chief justice
and his associates are hereby vested with
power and authority, and they are hereby
directed, to divide said territory into seven
judicial districts and make such assignments of the judges provided for in the
first section of this act as shall in their
judgment be meet and proper; Provided,
That one of said judges shall reside and recommended, having all the latest novelhold a district court in the city of So- ties from New York City and San Francisco.
The Hold Hank Robbery is one of
corro.
astounding performonccs ever
most
the
That the said district court
Sec. 5.
Pay this placfe a visit.
witnessed.
shall have jurisdiction, and the same is

hereby vested to hear, try, and determine
Notice
all matters and causes that the courts of
for the arrest and
I
Ten
Dollars
will
pay
the other districts of the territory now
possess; and lor such purposes two terms conviction of any person who sets fire to
of said court shall be held annually at the grass in Quay County.
Maniihi. S. Maktinkz.
.17 5t
such places within the said district as may
be designated ly the chief justice and his
Oscar Pepper double stamped whiskey
associates or a majoriiy of them, and grand
Call for it at the K.
it is iMiarantoed.
and petit juries shall be summoned therein
a M f
C.
liar.
in the manner required by law.

Geo. P. Chapman, who cane a few days
ago from Columbia, Ky., will start home
today after his family and as soon as he
roturns will open a meat market in Tu-

cumcari,
C. C. Davidson went to Santa Rosa
Wednesday to argue the case of the Territory of Now Mexico versus tlie saloon
men of Sunnysido restraining them from
selling whiskey under the act of the last
legislature which prohibits the sale of in
toxicating litpior in towns of less than 100
inhabitants and within three miles ot a
railroad grading camp.

A D

Goldcnberg, Pres.

Jno. K, Whitmorc, Sec.
C&uriht Cold While lluntinrf

&

Burrflar

Mr. Wm. Thos. Lanorgan, Provincial
Constable at Chapleau, Ontario, says: "1
caught a severe cold while hunting a burglar in the forest swamp last fall. Hearing
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, I tried
it, and after using two small bottles, I was
completely cured."
This remedy is intended especially for coughs and colds. It
will loosen and relievo a severe cold in less
time than by any other treatment and is a
favorite wherever its superior excellence
For sale by all
has become known.

Mocking Eyes
latiKliinu eves I ee
l!tlt,ht Mini hluo us MiiiiliTI sky;
Ah' for (hi'in. for them
!!;
And tliey nunk at mi-- .

Motlior.

tun

Illne or ron. vhich"Vr the.v
For disdain can elinnge tlii'lr htio
Hope leVlVi'S Wll'Ml they IH blue,
is Jealousy,
When they're uiven
won.
l.lfo
when tln-Heath Mleeeeds when they ti by;
Ah! for them. for ihein I llo;
Ami tiny ii'ei.k at me.

rlo.

Who eonlil think .ii h ryo.e rntllll pi'OVO
l.niew to dazzle ami iloeeho','
Wlio Indeed Would mt lielleye,
Stive the heart that knows not love?
In iher Puhl lost utterly
Me tlion'll llliil win n Ihey ate nigh.
die;
Ah: foi them, for thorn
And they morl at me.
I'loin th" Spanish of I .ope l.o Vegu.

HUT

nrArrr
i

t

(CopyrlKht. Una;, hy Dally .Story l'nli Co.

I

Sniylhe was easily

"Why, Mr. Sherry, this is a compliment, indeed," exclaimed the hostess.
dred. She had established her tight "To beguile a recluse and a woman
to the title on a hundred battlefields, hater from his lair is a feat indeed.
and while certain captious and dis- The party is assuredly a success."
The man smiled gravely.
satisfied persons still persisted in referring to the origin of her appear"One is always sure to be brightance in the social whirl, nil such cap- ened up and have one's wits sharp-- i
ho said.
tious critics found themselves most
iikI here. Mrs. Smythe,"
thcosophy,
embarrassingly placed and invariably
'What is It to be
became exceeding sorry that they had a now artist, a musical prodigy, vuude- spoken.
ville or a literary lion."
In vain was it that those enemies ot
"A poor guess,"
she responded,
Mrs. Smythe or those opposed to her brightly.
"What would you say to
sway, recalled that, after all she was palmistry?"
only tho wife of old Jake Smith, and
"Palmistry," he repeated.
"Ah,
Dark-eyegypsy girl and all
that the foundation of Jake's fortune see.
was laid in the tavern down on the that."
.
In vain was It that her
"I've
"Still wrong," she replied.
opponents pointed out that the origin found such a darling. Do you rememwas
of the fair Mrs. Smythe herself
ber tho Raymonds who used to live
clouded In rumor and surmise. For hero and moved smith or somewhere
surlive years ago? Yes, I thought you
after till question and rumor anil
mise had done their worst, the great knew them. Well. Dr. Raymond lost
fact remained that old .lake had made his fortune and died and Mrs Ray
his millions and had left them to his tiiond and her daughter are hack here
Also was it true again trying to support themselves
charming widow.
and evident that whatever her origin The girl has developed a perfect gen
Mrs. Smythe was a woman of most ius for palmistry and does quite a bit '
conspicuous talent and charm and her along that line, i have engaged her to
and read palms."
executive ability was such that all the come here
other daughters of ICve in tho town of
lie did not answer. His eyes were
Huntingdon had reason to fear and re- far away and tho hostess, thinking he
spect her. In vain was it to inquire was bored with tho conversation,
how tho good honest old name of .lake changed the subject find j.asscd him
Smith had developed into .1. Arthur along to the bevy of pretty girls alSmythe. Those who had Inquired had ways to be found at her right hand.
found out even unto tho fullness of He soon made his escape, however,
and passed into the conservatory,
where he could struggle alone with his
thoughts.
Raymond!
Remember
Florence
What else, indeed, bad ho been doing
for tho past five years, since he had
thrown himself at her feet and asked
her to be his wife. It had been the
one great passion of his life and be
had always felt sure that sho returned
his love, but she had felt it r: duty
to remain with her father In hi;; misfortune and had resolutely refiired to
permit an engagement or even an understanding, remarking that it. '.win Id
be unfair to spoil his life by holding
out a hopo which probably never
'
would lie fulfilled and would further
keep her mind in a state of distraction. Sherry had taken it hanl and
abandoned society for business and
books. Tho shock lie received l Mrs.
Sniytlie's disclosure that Florence was
to be there and in such a role was severe and brought back a Hood n! memories.
His reverie was cut short
Mis
j Smythe,
who discovered him in the
Alone with his thoughts.
conservatory.
"Come, come, this will ncwr do."
their several desire and never insho cried, tapping him with
fan.
quired again.
So do. "When the hermit comes to Runic he
Her parties wore charming.
llghtful was her tact and so grnt her must do as the Romans do. Cojia and
resources that everybody was glad to have your hand read."
Unresisting ho followed her lo the
They always were entertained
go.
perfectly, and moreover, they always library, where the entertainer. was
heard the very latest bit of gossip and reading tho palms of all comet.-"I have found a splendid subject."
were Inltlnted Into the very latest soSmythe,
triumphantly.
Mrs.
cial fad. Hence It was that on a cer- said
tain evening Richard Sherry found "Here is the enigma of the tovn. We
himself bowlnz over her flr hand In want to know why bo fasclnatins a
man should be a recluse and a vpman- th fitr.vthe drawlns room.
.Mrs. J. Arthur

the leader of Huntingdon's Four

Hun-

hater. Wo want also to know his fate
his love affairs, past and present."
Sherry gazed upon tho woman of his
dreams, and sho looked up straight Into Ills eyes, grave and unresponsive
Sl.e was not ti guest and knew her
place. He also knew his. But he was
startled at her unchangeable beauty
The years seemed not to hnvo told at
Indeed in the short
all upon her.
gypsy skirt and with her hair down
iter back she seemed younger than he
had ever seen her. And yet there was
an indefinable something In her eyes
which mado her seem more mature
and womanly something as though a
great sorrow had chastened her.
Ho placed his hands in hers. Sho
followed tho lines Intently, looked nt
the fingers and general shape of the
hands.
"You will live to a very old ago."
she said. "I do not see much sickness, past or future. Your head Is exNo mental trouceptionally strong.
You are inble will overcome you.
tellectual, fairly artistic and a money
niitker."
"And his heart?" put in Mrs
Smythe.
"His heart Is well under control, but
he is capable of a great and abiding
iove for a woman."
"Is his passion passed or to come?"
relentlessly pursued Mrs. Smythe.
"I see ti strong line about the age
of .'10." said the girl slowly and very
low. "It seems to be cut and barred
It looks like some obstacle."
"And tho future?" insisted Mrs.
Smythe.
Tho girl looked long and earnestly.
Sho was breathing a trifle faster and
tho color had come Into her face.
"I cannot see the future," sho said,
and then dropped his hand wltL a ges- -

1

cross-roads-

.

.

i

br

Gazed upon the woman of his dreams.
lure of exhaustion. "I am very tired
Mrs. Smythe, and really must beg to
be excused from any more work to

right."

The crowd drifts back into the
drawing room and tho palmJst slips
Sherry follows
into the conservatory.
her unobserved. After a time they re
appear in the drawing room, where
Mrs. Smythe is receiving the congrntu
lutions of her last departing guests
"Mrs. Smythe," sulci Sherry, "I will
finish the reading of my own palm
Tho barrier litis been removed and the
(.no great passion of my life for the
one woman in tho world is to bo re
nlized. Mrs. Smythe, permit mo to
present the future Mrs. Sherry, and to
thank you for the happiest evening
in my life."
And Mrs. Smythe catching the di
vine light in both their eyes remarks
tactfully:
"I think I may call this party my
greatest social triumph."
It certainly was much talked about

,

Prejudiced.
Are you in lavor of eovornmonr
ownership?" asked Meandering Mike.
"No." answered Plodding Pete. "Do
only government institutions dot I've
had any experience wit is jails. An"
de way dey're run don't make no
bit wit me."

GREAT SCOTT.
The Biggest Man of Addison County,
Vt., Tells an Interesting story.
15. V. Scott, meat denier, Vergennes,
V; Past Commander of Kthnn Allen
Post, 0. A. R., says: "A severe attack
of typhoid left mo
with weak kidneys.
I had to
15 very night
get up frequently to
pnss the urine, which
was ropy, dark and
very painful to void,
i bad no appetite, but
drank water continubeing
ally without
able to quench my
thirst. Terrible headaches and dizzy
spells oppressed me and my back
was lame, sore and stiff. A month's
treatment with Donn's Kidney Pills
rid me of this trouble, and now I nm
strong and healthy and weigh 2.10
pounds. I give the credit to Doan'a
Kidney Pills."
Sold by all dealers. M cents a box.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Foster-MUbur-

n

Why are you bowing to that, man?
know .him?" asked Madge, in
urpiise.
"Yes." said her chum, "he
walked over me so many times getting out between acts at the theater
last night that we got real well
Do you

.Sueerss coinen to tins man who can
udnpt himself quickly tu unexpected
conditions.

A

Vindication for Dr. Pierce.

Decision by the Supreme Court of the
State, Against the Ladies' Home
Journal.
A verdict
has been rendered In
favor of the plaintiff in tho libel suit
brought agnlnst tho ladles' Homo
Journal (published by the Curtis Publishing Co.) by the World's Dis
pensary Medical Association, of which
Tho
Dr. R. V. Pierce is president.
suit was brought by Doctor Pierce
against the Curtis Publishing Co.,
for mnklng false statements about one
of his standard family medicines
known as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
In the Mny number of tho
Ladles' Home Journal (1904), Mr. Ed
ward Bok. tho editor, stated that Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription contained alcohol and some other harmful Ingredients, nnd Dr. Pierce had
in the action alleged that tho defendant maliciously published this article
containing such false and defamatory
matter. Dr. Pierce further claimed
that no alcohol Is or over was contained in his "Fnvorite Prescription."
that said medicine was a vegetable
preparation and contained no deleterious ingredients whatever; that Mr.
Bok's statement, pretending to give
some of the Ingredients of said medicine, was wholly and absolutely
false. During the trial, the
of the World's Dispensary
Medical Association stated, that the
Ingredients of Dr. Pierce's Fnvorite
Prescription were extracted from the
following native toots: Golden Sen!,
Blue Cohosh, Lady's Slipper, Black
Cohosh and Unicorn, by means of
pure glycerine.
He was asked how
he knew, as a physician nnd experienced medical man, that the "Favorite Prescription" was a cure for
the dlsenses peculiar to women, such
as amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea,
and ho stated
that ho know such wns tho fact
of his professional experience
nnd the many thousnnds of women
whoso ills had been cured by this
"Prescription." The
being asked to give his authorities,
rend from tho standard works, such
as the United States Dispensatory,
The American Dispensatory and many
other standard medical books.
The retraction minted by tho Curtis Publishing Company two months
nfter the libelous i.tatement appoured
and nearly two months after the suit
had been begun stated definitely that
analyses had been made at their request nnd that the "Favorite Prescription" did not contain either alcohol,
opium or dlgitalU.
ante-versio- n

retro-versio-

.

Though

Property

There was no answer from the motionless figure.
"Say," ho went on, "are you still

NOT A SINGLE S'WORE

THE FISHING CASE NOT SO BAD.
Is Protected From
Are Not

asleep?"

NIGHT OF QUIET IN BOARDING-HOUSBEDCHAMBER.

Tresspass, Owners

All Curmudgeons.
It Is to ho Imped that tho fishermen
or tho st lit o will accept the final decision of tho Supremo Court in tho fisit

Tho figure sat up then. Its face
was flushed, Its eyes bloodshot, Its
hair rumpled.
"Asleep?"
It bellowed.
"Asleep?
Don't speak to me. I hate you. I'm
burning up. If Mount Peleo were In
my stomach I couldn't be any hotter
than I am now. No, I am not asleep.
I
haven't been asleep all night. I
never expect to sleep again. No wonder I dldn t snore." New York Press.

Mixture Recommended Was Effective,
but for Some Strange
Reason
Roommate Was In an Extremely
Bad Temper in the Morning.

ease in tho proper spirit, and thai
thoro will ho no attempt nt. foolish
measures of
retaliation, says
the Londvlllo
We
boo it stated that somo sportsmen hail
declared
that if the decision was
against tho ilshermen they would in
stltule other proceedings and drive tho
state fish commission out of business.
AH this would he extremely
unwise,
because it. would injure tho ilshermen
themselves and accomplish no good result.
As a matter of fact tho decision of
tho Supreme Court in the case properly understood Is not against the
It Is the simple assertion on
the part of the court of the rights of
property and its protection against
tresspass. It dot's not necessarily follow that every owner
of property
through which a trout stream meanIs
going to po:,t dogs and sentiders
nels so as to keep fishermen away. It
doesn't Imply that every ranchman in
tho state is a crusty old curmudgeon
who lntt nds to play tho dog in the
manger. Hut it does nssi'rt that when
a fisherman Is on private laud indulging in his favorite sport that ho is
there as a privilege and not as a right.
If ho attends strictly to his fishing and
has some regard for the property and
crops of the rancher It is hardly likely
that one individual in a thousand will
make objection.
The Pueblo Chieftain sums up (lie
Herald-Democra-

When the landlady asked the bookkeeper In the third story front room
If he would object to a roommate ho
said "ho didn't think he'd mind it.
Just so tho other fellow didn't snore."
The landlady promised to bo very
careful and question all callers close-!on that point. It was two weeks
before she found any one whom she
thought nice enough to share tho
room with the bookkeeper. The newcomer was a dapper little follow who
has his trousers creased every other

situation thus:

"If tho fishermen had- always been
reasonably and decently considerate of
tho rights of the land owners, il Is
probable that this question would
never have been brought
into the
courts.
But where tho fisherman
breaks down fences, loaves gates open,
turns stock into meadows, or tramps
through grain fields, it is not surprising that tht! ranchmen should seek
some remedy, and the fact is that
tilings had como to pass in some valleys in this slate, that It seemed to be
a question as to which has the greater
right on the farm, tho owner or the
fisherman."
t
would suggest
The
thai in case any ranchman shows a disposition to bo moan with tho decent
sportsman that the case be reported to
the local Sportsmen's Association and
the name bo posted so as to give fair
warning in order that the churl bo
given a wide berth.
Herald-Democra-

FOOD

HELPS.

In Management of a R. R.
man
Speaking of food, a railroad

says:
"My work puts me out In all kinds
of weather, subject to irregular hours
for meals und compelled to eat all
kinds of food.
"For 7 years I was constantly troubled with indigestion, caused by eating heavy, fatty, starchy, greasy, poorly cooked food, such as are tho most
accessible to men In my business. Generally each meal or lunch was followed by distressing pains and burning sensations in my stomach, which
destroyed my sleep and almost unfitted mo for work. My brain was so
muddy and foggy that it was hard for
me to discharge my duties properlv.
"This lasted till about a year ago,
when my attention was called to
newspaper ad.
Grape-Nut- s
food by
und I concluded to try it. Since then
at nearly evhave used Grape-Nutery meal, and sometimes
between
meals. We railroad men have little
cbunce to prepare our food in our camighty
booses and I find Grape-Nuthandy, for It Is ready cooked.
"To make a long story short, Grape-Nuthas made a new man of me.
have no more burning distress lu my
Ktomach, nor any other symptom of
indigestion. I can digest anything so
eat Grape-Nuts- ,
long as
and my
brain works as Hourly and accurately
as an engineer's watch, and my old
nervous troubles have disappeared entirely." Name given by I'ostum Co.,
Hattle Creek. Mich.
There's a reason. Head tho little
book, "Tho Itoud to Wellvllle," in pkgs.
s
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s
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FIND FOREST

Trees

OF

BURIED OAKS.

In England Have Been Underground 2,000 Years.

A wonderful relic of the past has
been brought to light at Yaxley, Peterborough, in the discovery of what
Is most probably a burled forest.
At
a depth of seven feet have been found
a number of oak trees which have
Iain burled for some 2,000 years.
Most of the trees tire almost perfect
in condition, and are being sold to
furniture manufacturers and others.
Altogether about eighty trees have
been raised, and hundreds more are
left in the ground untouched at a
depth of five or six feet. In nearly
all the cases the roots arc found attached. The trees are In clusters of
three or four, pointing In different directions, and in some Instances they
It Was Not an Infant Snore, but a
lie across each other.
Fully Developed, Mighty Snore,
The wood Is extremely hard, and
day and who was In all respects the
can only bo worked by machinery;
quintessence of cleanliness.
ii turns the edge of an axe.
Some of
The two young men got pretty well
being cut up for use in
acquainted the llrst evening and the tho trees are
Is bebookkeeper thought he should like the mysterious, mansion which
ing built for Mr. Astor. London
immensely.
Hoforo
his companion
morning he changed his mind. He Chronicle.
know ho should bate him. Tho roomIntelligence of Crows.
mate snored. It was not an infant
Most birds cannot carry anything
snore, but a fully developed, mighty
snore, such as he had never heard In which their mouths are too small to
contain. The crow is an exception
all his varied experience.
lie spoko at
near Man- times. In Vermont,
about it while they wore dressing.
five crews were
seen to
Chester,
"Snored, did I?" said the roominto an apple orchard.
Nobody ever come down dally,
mate. "That's funny.
They came
and after a time
told mo about it b.;fore. "
owner discovered that they were
"Maybe you have never slept In the
taking apples from a tree bearing the
the same room with anybody?"
mellowest fruit. Hach crow jammed
"Oh, yes,
have: lots of times. I Its closed bill Into an apple, raised
tell you,
don'i think it is natural its head and flew to a tall pine tree,
for me to do that.
think I did It
where the fruit was eaten. More ro- last night because I've got a bad
niaruahie sun is tno tact t liar crows
cold."
will sometimes carry turkey and hen
exThe bookkeeper accepted that
eggs; from a nest in the same manner.
planation and both men sot to work
to cure tho cold. At the end of a
The Patron Saint of Golf.
week there wasn't a trace of it left,
but tho snoring continued at a more
lively rate than ever. The bookkeep
er complained again. The roommate
was very nice about, it. He said hoi
deeply regretted his aflllction, and if)
anybody could recommend anything
that was good for snoring h'd be
willing to take it, and ask no questions, no mat lor what U was. That
night the bookkeeper brought home a
newspaper clipping which he had run
across in the course of t ho day.
"If people who snore would take a
tablospoonful of cayenne pepper and
a tablospoonful of olive oil before retiring they will find the mixture a
positive cure for snoring."
Thot was the gist of the paragraph,
After dinner tho bookkeeper went to
tho drug fit ore and bought a plentiful
supply of both ingiedients.
"I tell you what It is." ho said,
when he came back. "If a little of
uuything is good, a whole lot of it
ought to be still better. Instead of
taking two tablespoonfuls of this mix- turo you ought to double the dose."
Notwithstanding
his promised docility the roommate demurred a lit-- I Design suggested by a lonely and
neglect jiI wife and family.
tie, but the other persisted, anil after
much gasping and weeping the fiery
Afloat on Small Ice Floe.
doso was swallowed. The roommate
While employed upon the ice nt
had taken to the sofa several nights
before that. He sought tho couch Lake Watatic, Arthur Forsburg of
again that eveniu and tho bookkeep- - Winohcndon.
Mass., found himself
or, being left in solo possession of adrift upon a small lloe of four or five
the bed, slept peacefully the whole cakes. No boat was at hand, and the
night through, undisturbed by a sin- boy found It necessary to drift about
gle snore. The next, morning he sat with tho wind until his strange craft
up ami looked at tho silent form on reached shore. He was In constant
fear that the floe would break up. but
the couch.
"Hello, old man," ho said, "that managed to keep afloat for ninety
Aside from a bad ch.'ll he
stuff worked like a top, didn't It? minutes.
Nary s Kiiore, oh?"
w.is uo worse for the adventure.
I

I

!

Trust to Nature.
A great many Americans, both men
and women, are thin, palu and puny, with
jioor circulation, because they have"
their stomachs by hasty eating
or too much eating, by consuming alco-holi- o
beverages, or by too clone confine-uieto home, ofllco or factory, and in consequence lltu stomach must bo treated
in a natural way before they can rectify
their earlier mistakes. The muscles lu
many such people, In fact in every weary,
person, do their
thin and
As a result
work with great dlftlculty.
fatigue comes early, is extreme- and lasts
lontr.
Tho demand for nutritive aid l:
ahead of tho supply. To insure perfect
health every tissue, bone, norvu und
muscle should take from tho blood certain materials and return to it certaia
others. It is necessary to prepare tho
stomach for the work of taking up from
the food what is necessary to make good,
rich, red blood. We must go to Nature
There were certain
for the remedy.
foots known to the Indians of this
country before the advent of the whites
which later caiuo to the knowledge of
tho settlers ami which are now growing
.rapldlv in professional favor for the euro
?f obstinate stomach and liver troubles.
'Zhoso are found to be safe and yet eer-t- i
ln In their cleansing and invigorating
effect upon tho stomach, liver and blood.
Those are: CJolden Seal root, Queen's
Mandrake
rvot, Slono root, Bloodroot,
net. Then there is Hkuk Cherrybark.
'Jim medicinal principles residing in theso
ur.t've roots when extracted with glycerine as a solvent make the most reliable
und elllcient stomach tonic and liver
when combined in just tho
rijrbt proportions, as in Dr. Pierce's
Where there
Golren Medical Discovery.
such as nervous
is Pankrupt vitality
and thin
exhaustion, bad nutrition
blo.1, the body acquires vigor and tho
nerves, blood und all tho tissues feci tho
fuvuablo effect of this sovereign remedy.
Although soino physicians liavo been
aware of the high medicinal value of the
plants, yet few have
hImivo mentioned
used pure glvcerlno as a solvent and
usuullv tho tloctors' prescriptions called
for the ingredients iu varying amounts,
with alcohol.
Tho '"Golden Medical Discovery" is a
scientific preparation compounded of tho
glyceric extracts of tho above mentioned
vegetable ingredients and contains no
drugs.
alcohol or harmful hablt-formln- g

Military Pigeons.
of an interesting character was recently opened at
says a liorlin dispatch. A
feature of tho show Is the pigeon section. Thoro are about SOU military
pigeons which bear the imperial eagle
on their wings. An idea of the work
performed by the pigeons is to bo
found in the balloon section, where a
scries of photographs is on exhibition.
These have been taken from balloons
with powerful cameras, and represent
the position of troops, batteries tiring,
fortifications, etc.
A note explains
the photothat
graphs when taken are conllded to tho
accompany
pigeons, which generally
the aeronauts iu their asei nsions.
An exhibition

Freud-iiehstrass-

Usually the man who talks like a
philosopher acts like a child.

S
W. L. Douglas S4.00 cllt Edge Lino
cannot bo equalled atany prico.
5M0ES

T?fel

j

0

tUfrgiiH

IIIHCapital s2.5oqooo
W. L. DOUGLAS MAKES & SELLS MORE
MEN'S $3. B O SHOES THA NANYO THEfl
MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD.
C1 fl finn REWARD to anyone who can

OlUjUUU

dlspiove

this statement,

If could tuke you into m v three large factories
at Uruckton, ,Mhj,, inut show yon the inllnlle
cure with which every patrol lines It marie, you
would realize whv V. I.. Doiilns S.I. 50 shoe
cost more to make, why they hold their hone,
lit belter, wear longer, unu lire nt greulcr
Intrinsic value thnn any other $3.50 shoe.
IV. L. Douglas Stronn Mada Shoos for
Men, $2. BO, $2.00. Boy a' School .
Drama Shoos, I$2, BO, 52. 31.7 B, SI. BO
t upon liatlnu W.l..liti.
CAUTION.
lilM hlllllM.
I'll k
ll'l Mlllhtltllll-- . N ,11' KHllulllt!
without tits iiiiiih- unit i'tft urn i
mi tiiiitoiii.
r"n
Colut Euelels usml ; tlwu will nut near bntisy,
Writofor llliiHtriited L'utiiloi.'.
AV. I.. DOUGLAS, HrocUton, Muss.

Valley Hems.

Lloyd

F..

lirwin

s

now rock house

is

almost

M. C.

M

completed.
P.

Ii. Morris ha

I

District Attokn'HV,

purchased some mnv

farming implements.
all
Crass is coming Inst, and stock ol
kinds are doing well.
l'his part of the country has settled up
with industrious, thriving peoplo.
Mr. Jackson has erected a nice threeroom house just west of W. W. I.loyd

FX HEM,

New Mexico.

urumcari,
DAVIDSON,

C.

(

Attorn

ky

at

Law,
Now Mexico.

ucumcan,

We r.re like the people of other localities
think we are in the garden spot of New

II1TTSON,

Mexico.
Had the misfortune
K. C. Abercrombo
m ln n line colt Inst week: the colt tell
into a well.
Tll Ct.M(
We notice that l'oston, Abercrombie and
Kclsay are sotting out cottonwool! trees on
their laud
J IS.
Mr. A. Yates, Miss bimpson and Miss
Kelsay went to Tucumcari Friday and re

turned Saturday.

I

Smith, from near Puerto,
were visiting tne lamuy 01 mr. ixeih.iy
Saturday and Sunday.
Pho Misses

0.

K. MEAT MARKET.
STREET & JONES,

The good people of this community arc
making an effort to build a school house,
which is badly needed.

Fresh and Salt Meats, Pijs Feet,
Tripe, Lard, Bologna,
Butter and

Eggs.
Season.
Fish and Oysters in

PHONE

MAIN STREET.

JACKSON-GALBRAITH-fOXWOR-

Poultry.

34.

CO

TH

(Incorporated January ist i)o.j.)

WINDOW GLASS

A SPECIALTY-A-

SIZES

LL

Doors, Sash, Moulding, Finishing, Lime, Cement

Mr. l'oston, who has lately settled cast
of W. F, Kelsay, has dug a shallow well
and got plenty of Rood water.
Farmers are in fine spirit. A good rain,
which fell the night of the 6th, gives as
surance of fine crops again this year.
The young people of this neighborhood
met at the home ol W. I. Kclsay Sunday
evening and had some good singing.
Mrs. W. F. Wilson, who has been se
riously sick for two weeks, is slowly re
covering under the treatment of Dr. Yates
Mr. Arthur Whittington has ordered
some new song books and he intends to
organize a singing class in the near future.
. (.There
was preaching by Bro. Whitting
ton last Sunday at the home of Charles
McCarty. who lives on the north side of
the valley.
1'i.ow Boy.

Etc

Puerto Pickings.
Correspondence.
Grass is coming and cattle are looking

Your patronage is appreciated

and GET PRICtS

Tucumcari,

IF YOU CONTEMPLATE

A

N. M

VISIT WKST TO

California or Hexico
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE REMARKABLE

Low One Way Rates
EFFECT DAILY TO APRIL 7, VIA.

IN

El Paso &

Southwestern

TWO THROUGH TRAINS DAILY
CARRYING

WIDE VESTIBULED

TOURIST SLEEPERS
TO

Los Angeles and Southern California

without change.
CLOSE CONNECTIONS AT EL PASO
FOR

Chihuahua, Zacatecas, Mexico City
AND ALL

For rates, folders,
H. H. HARGIS.
AQT. f5. R. I. & E. P. RY.

TUCUMCARI

POINTS

IN THE REPUBLIC.

schedules and other inlormntion call nn
J. P. DONOHUE.
V. R. STILES.
ACT. E. P. & S. W. SYS.
TUCUMCARI

GEN. PASSENGER AGT.
EL PASO

Lnnd I'ractics.
Nuw Mrxicq.

AIM,

WHARTON,

Attorn

at

I'.v

Law.

and Criminal
promt personal attention

do a general Civil

lice. Ciivu
business.

pr,n
10

an

New Mexico.

Alamotfordo,

&

jyjATTESON

MATTESON,

Attorneys at Law.
AMD COLLECTIONS.
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
RELINQUISHMENTS
AND
CLAIMS.
PATENTED
FOR SALE.
PROPERTY
RESIDENT

PUBLIC

NOTARY
-

rni:i'M aki,

Ni:v Mkxico.

-

g F. HERRING,
Physician
Calls answered

&

D.

M.

Surc.kon.

Next door to Jones Jewelry- -

Store.
Nkw Mkxico.

TlJCUMCAKl,

D.

JEO.

MARTINEZ

County Surveyor,
business entrusted to me will be
promptly and accurately attended to
Office at Court House
AH

Tucumcari,

Now Mexico.

MISS LILLIAN PRUETT.

well.
CALL

attorn

Mrs. Harris has been on the sick list
this week.
We enjoyed ourselves at singing at J. S.
Potty's Sunday.
Mrs. I. M. I lodges was sick with the
grip the past week.
Prospectors and land hunters continue
to come into the country.
K. A. Morris was in town last week after
supplies for his sheep ranch.
Tony Griggs went to Tucumcari after
lumber to ceil his house this week.
We had a fine rainfall last Friday night
which makes the settlers look better.
Mcssers McCain and Wilson and Miss
Wilson filed on land near Puerto last week.
Jell Barnett was thrown from his horse
Sunday and badly bruised about the head.
There is a petition being circulated for
a
mail from hero to Tucumcari.
Josh Briscoe was in Puerto shopping
Monday.
He is getting ready to plant
cotton.
Clint Hodges, who has been working at
the Bell Ranch for some time, has returned homo.
Talking about business,
Mr. Walther
sent five wagons to Tucumcari for supplies
for his store this week.
Capt Culbertson was trading at Puerto
last week.
He lolls us ho has sold all his
stock and has gone to farming.
There is some excitement this week over
a lost cow s head.
Wo arc sorry to see
nur neighbors in such a position.
We learn that wo are to have a new
mad surveyed from Puerto to Tucumcari,
and wo are Rind to see the good work go
on as our old one hnd about worn
nut.

Bkar Grass.

Intructions in Vocal and Instrumental Music. For Terms
apply at Methodist Parsonage

M. H.

KOCH,

Funeral Director and Embalmer
Complete Stock of Funeral Goods.
Prcparinf,

bodies lor shipment

a specialty'

Orders taken for Monuments, lite.

LANDOFFICE.
N. V. GALLEGOS
U. S.

Court Com.

Land Filings, Final Proofs, Contests,
and all land matters attended to.
No charge for final proof applications.
Ol'KICIi at Cotiin IlotJSIi.

ij

Tueuiiieari

Boot and Shoe Shop
Boots made to order,
!i guaranteed, plain calf
Ji

'
1.

Morocco leg,
feet

....

Best patent calf vamp,
Kangaroo top

C
IlJir!lB2

-

S

12.00

calf-ski- n

$14.00
$8.00

N. McMAINS, Prop.
DYER., General Workman

ft

Dodson News Budget

I Clint Rutherford,
DEALER

I'nunicsi'nNDi'.Nrn.l
Mr

IN

wf

EXCHANGE

SiiKitr Vnllcy
On ne 5priu: llmirtmn
Old Crow, Anderson Co.

John Iforton took a load of feed to

(Iiickcnlielmcr lyu
Cliirk's Uye
Hunters Wye
Pure White Cum Whiskey

Good Wines,
Liquors and Cigars,
t

JAMES LANIGAN,

;

Solicited

tin

a half doze n hninescokors.
M. lacobs, who was out at work on tin
Dodson toad, was called home on account
of the sickness of Mr. Jeffreys.

The infant of Mr. and Mrs. lirown died
Tuesday and was laid to rest on their
homestead. This is the first death in this
community for four years.

FINE WINES,
LIQVOR.S and

t1
t
I

I

i

s

A trip through the country shows out
lots of new farming tools, and that the
farmers who have been here two or three
years believe this is a farmtng country.

II. M. SMITH (& CO.,
TUCUMCAKI,

N.

The Maptist denomination is planning an
all day service and dinner on the ground
I he
for Quay the first Sunday in May.
(Juay people are noted for their hospitality.
A Sunday School was organized Sunday
Mr. Wamply was elected
at Ogal
A largo number of peosuperintendent.
ple were present, and nearly everyone
took part in the exorcises.

M.

WHITE FRONT RESTAURANT
Duley

a

VYillcmin, Prop.

REGULAR. MEALS 25c
MEAL TICKETS $5.00

I

Short Orders, hili con citrnc.svnd
Dwiry Lunch n.i svll hours.
4

x

Main St.

-

Tucumcari,

N. M.

Some of our new comers are scared
The rainy season does
about a (trough.
,.ot ordinarily begin until June in New Mexico, but the last few days should assuage
their uneasinuss to some extent.

E. P. & S. W.
Sunday April 8th.

1906.

GOINC; EAST.
No. 12.J leaves Nock Island depot Tucumcari 0.15 A. M.
S. W. depot TuNo. ja.j leaves li. V.
cumcari 0:25 A. M.
Giving passengers chance to procure
tickets and baggage checks at li. 1'. & S. W.
depot.
Arrive Dawson ,1:55 1'. M.
I'KOM

TIMi EAST.

No. 123 leave Dawson o:.5 A. M.
Arrive Tucumcari, (K. I. depot)
1

AAA

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

h

s

Whiskies,

Kentucky

TRY THEM.
A. B. DAVBER,
o"- -

o o

c-

- c- - c

rv

c

PROP.

.

f

cv tv- - cv- - rv c rv o

tv o

r r- -

Cf c o o o

r-

- o ry rv- - cy o

rv

r

I

INCORPORATED.

)

TO STAY, AND SOLICIT
YOUR PATRONAGE.

W10 AR1C II1CKJ0

RATES REASONABLE.

OUR

THE PLAZA HOTEL
J.

A. STREET,

Prop.

5:20

X

carded to make connection with
eastbound train at French 3:52 I'. M. and
No. t'23 witlt westbound train io:.j5 A M.

.....

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS ROOMS IN THE CITY.
PATRONIZED BY THOSE WHO KNOW.
Reasonable
Prices.

A

Santa Uosa one mare throe years
old and horse colt yearling well tired,

WHITMORE,

PROP.

The Place to Buy your

Staple

I

Fancy Groceries.

We take your orders and
make prompt deliver)'.. .

FOU SALE

Apply Gross, Kelly iS: Co.
Tucumcari or Geo. II. Smith, Jr.,
X Santa Kosa.

f

Z

Newly Renovated and Refurnished

M. N.

New Mexico

.

X

f

y
4.

Sun.

Every enterprising citizen should patronize
a. Iccal industry or enterprise.
, rrT"

Oltice next door to Pioneer Drug Store.
'Phono 1
Calls attended day and night.

i

li. L. TAYLOK,

TUCUMCARI
Power Co
Water, Ice

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON

TuctiMr.AUt.

furs.

A. D. GOLDKNI'.IiKG.

Whitmore & Co.

J)R. RUSSELL

$7.5.oo.

12,1

A A AAA A AA A AA

At

M.

No.

A AA

Elephant Saloon.

White

It is rumored here that Mud Leo will
make the race for sheriff of Quay County,
and that Will Capps will be a candidate
for County Commissioner, these are both
good men and should have consideration.
Oi.n Suttmsk.

TIME TABLE.
In Effect

AA AAA

who has been
Massagoo,
Miss
sick since last May, is recovering and is
able to be out.

SALOON.

;

AA

Proprietor

49

Inspector McOuaid of Tucumcari, was
at Dodson Saturday night with a party of

;

1

Treatment Good,

John Morton attended the singing bee at
Mooreville Sunday night and reports a very
enjoyable session.

CIGARS.

Cafe

Molly

Tucumcari.

Main St.,

M Mi

OMFORTABLE

Mrs. House had a very line garden last
year, and will try it again this season.
Chambers, from the Kilgoro neighbor
hood, came to Dodson to buy seed beans.

GEORGE A. MOORE, PROP.

Your Patronage

new

Tucumcari market Saturday.

Wines and Liquors

of

a

ens, paying 30 to 35 cents.
Mrs. Mdlingsloy, who came hen- for her
health, is reported very sick.
Brother Uobinson preached Sunday to a
large condonation of people.

Opposite Big Store's

kinds

has bought

truck farm.
Uncle Dick Stephens lost a good saddle
horse this week.
Mr. Hurncy and Jack Davis are grip
victims this week.
Nations, of the plains, is hero visiting
his cousin Joe Creswull.
buy inn chick
15. Moore was at Dodson

SALOON

All

Coney Island j

will teach the (Juay school.

Sid Williams is digging a dugout on his
claim.
G. W. Jonor. bought one of the Wise
fine horses.
Monro and sons will put in a live acre

Tucumcari, New Mexico

STOCK

i rook

lister

Saddles and Harness
Wc .ire prepared to do .ill kinds
Saddle and Harness repairing.

I

Jacobs of Moore

M.

OVR.

PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.

Together
Let's never tnind tlnIn- weather!
may
Kuutit and baie.
hair.
wannlli Is In your
And in your eyes - tilde's nuschlef there:
Lot's li
anil Imi.kIi together!
Let' live and Inunh ti.uether. maid:
And walk life's ways all unafiald:
Though cold tho wind liy wood and Blade
No wintr- - rh iMiinstani'os
betwixt us two:
fan bring a chill skies
seem fair and Min
Love makes all
And hlossoms nod begemmed with dew
Iteneath love's necromancies!
O. maid, tho snow ililfts high, vou wis;
O, maid. I hear the north u.nd hiss;
U. maid. give me your Hps to kiss!
Let's brighten up the weather
With love! the leaves that mist nlon;;
Shall we wee birds on whins of song;
In rhvthm life shall glide along
Whilst we twain love together.
J. M. Lewis, in Illusion Post.
-

Mut

STRANGE THINGS 8T0LEN

Stoves, Cemeteries and Riv
era Among Them,
l'he theft of tho ashes of Columbus
was attempted in Chicago Luring tho
world's fair." said l.ecocq. tho detec
tive. "Thanks to a irieiu. of mine
Stranger things
the attempt failed.
have succeeded, though.
'The theft of a lighted stove con
stituted my first case. A man, buy
ing deserted his wife, returned home
half drunk and in tho good woman's
absence put tho stove on a push cart
and started olf with It. Ho had set
up. it seems, an establishment of his
own farther down tho street.
"Two vlllians onco stole a Wiscon'I'm I'm not going," sobbed poor
First, they looted the
sin cemetery.
Fanchetto.
"Not going? Not going to the beeg graves, selling the skeletons to anatThen they stole the tombparty that the boss gives us. Why, omists.
naturally, a good
there will be dances, and games, and stones, getting,
Not going to tho hal- price for the granite and marble. Tho
lo we'on party? Fanchetto! Fanchetto!
place wasn't a cemetery by the time
If you do not hold the water in your
It was
the theft was discovered.
mouth you can never get married."
field.
only a torn-uBut the g.':i vouldn't smile rnd poor
"Men have stolen rivers often. To
Ponpon wont away sad of lieait. ' But irrigate their land they
change a
said,
go."
and with the stream's course. They dig a channel
sho shall
he
aid of Fanchetto's mother ho finally throng'.t their own property and tho
persuaded her to go at tho Inst minute river, leaving its natural bed, follows
o
sho saw sho would have to this channel.
It is stolen
a stolon
jive an excuse and sho had none; only river and bitterly does such a theft
that everybody hated her, whLii seem- enrage the man who suffers from It."
Of course her appearance, nnd with
Ponpon, set the busy tongues wag- GAVE THEM BOTH A SURPRISE.
ging; nnd her tall rival hit upen a
merry plan that all tho girls npp'uid-ed- . Ezra Simpson's Unlucky Fall and His
They would send poor timid FanWife's Narrow Escape.
chetto into the great empty barn whero
Ezra Simpson while cleaning the
o
Dig
swing
they had fixed up the
a snow off en his back plazzn roof last
ghost swaying back and forth in tho Tuesday morning lost his footing and
dnrkness, and when she screamed tney started to fall off en the roof. Just
would all have a good laugh. But
as ho slid offen the edge his wife
got wind of it, and, r.t ho was came outen the kitchen to empty the
tying the blindfold over her c:es. whls- - dishwater and lot go of it whole dish-linMill of It just as 12y.rn struck the
ground in front of her. It was bad
enough for Ezra to fall offen tho roof,
but what surprised him most was to
lie hit right in the face with about
four gals of greasy dishwater. But
ho wasn't no more surprised than his
wife was. It made her tremble to
think wliat would of been tho result
If Ezra had fell right on top of her
nnd broke her back like as not. She
give Ezra it severe leckshuring and
told him to watch out whero ho fell
hereafter. As for Ezra ho sprained
his ankle and jarred himself up a
Lighted

1

O. maiden fair, tho world grows old.
O. maiden fair, tin' winds blow cold;
our hands to 1mm.
O. maiden, give tiw

Tho

MANY

rnco and It makes her to mourn. Como,
lot mo kiss awav that snd look."
hate you! I hate
"I hate you!
everybody!" she burst forth.
Dear little Fanchetto.
"Fanchetto!
This is serious. Tell Ponpon." Ho was
not jesting now.
Fanchetto only shook her head and
winked the tears back. For a long
time the good hearted follcw who had
worked all tho mischief regarded her
In silence, then, unwilling to leave
without a word said:
"You will save Ponpon a dattco tonight?"
The girl shook her head.
Do not bo so
"Fanchetto!

uo'-us-

(Copyright,

1906. by Dally Story I'ub. Co.)

Tho sloping vineyards along Ontario
were lightly veiled in the mists of
Indian summer. In the ulr was that
languorous warmth that steals into
the veins and lulls the brain to dreams
and reminiscence. The giant cataract
could be heard faintly, n drowsy, (lis- tnnt hum of monotony it sound that
seemed to pervade everything and
reach the bewildered brain, strangely
associated with the heavy odor of
grapes, full ripe; tho rich clusters
hanging everywhere, so harmonized
with the amethystine haze in which
the whole scene was bathed, that the
mind was some way dulled to externals, like a muffled drum, and. yielding to tho soothing enchantment of
all about it, yet failed to distinguish
clearly between sound and smell and
sight.
It is only by some such psychological analysis, whether scientlfl? or not,
that an explanation can bo f?nid for
gotho startling fact that Faneh'.-tte- .
ing homo from the day's plct'ng. allowed Ponpon the jester, the clown,
the great laughing roystoring I'onpon,
to imprint upon her pretty, ui turned,
scarlet lips, it kiss, thinking nil the
while it was Antoine.
A grottj of gay
And such a kiss!
young girls turned at tho sout l, only
to see the demure Fanchetto, b'ushing

and burst into a joyous song. A tall
girl, with eyes like blackberries, coming around a turn in the path behind
'hem, heard it and saw. too, tho whole
performance, and her heart leaped exnltantly.
"So, that It tho way when Antoine
is not here!
Oh, these demure little
turtle doves!" and she turned back
to wait for Antoine.
When he came up Ponpon was hang- ing over him, casting all manner or
jibes at him.
"You have excellent taste, Antoine.
I
swear her little chin is as soft as
zo breast of lo perdrix."
He burst
Into a loud guffaw. "Hero is I.a Grig- nou" he had given the dark-eyegirl
this nickname because she was tall as
a maypole, and It had stuck becaun
she was pretty as one "she will tot
you; she saw Fanchetto kiss me"
"Yes. and I think it is outrngeou,'
of her."
Ponpon was not prepared for this,
as he had no idea anyone had seen
him, and had called
Grlgnon into
it only to lease Antoine. So ho quickly ran off to join anotner group. Bui
Antoine was silent and his
had no chance to poison his mind
against her rival.
Fanchetto entered tho
cottage and kissed her mother with
tho happiest of faces.
"Ah, my llttlo Mignon, I .ise you
have made up your quarrel of last
night with Antolno."
"Yes, mamma, ho slipped uj behind
Y
mo as
was walking home O. mamma, it was so good of him.
know
I
was in the wrong last night and
shall tell him so when ho ccines to
night."
But Antolno did not come
The
next day Fanchetto noticed r. difference In the way tho girls troa Jd her.
She was continually finding herseir
loft out of the little groups tha worked nnd chatted merrily amor ir the
fragrant vines. Antoine did iu come
near her all tho morning, and when
h? passed her later in tho day, liokod
awav.
Day after day of the balmy I.ulian
summer passed away and Kan 'ictto,
no longer in doubt of tho words injustice went about her work witl u sad
little heart. What had she done? Ono
ol the younger girls hat! just made
an unkind remark about her little
b'ue bodicn with the red eyelotit and
luces. Ot course it was different "rom
tho dresses of tho Canadian gin, tor
she had brought it with her :'rotn
Such a kiss!
Franco, but thoy had all admired It at
first. Poor Fanchetto! She know loth-Intu bo sure, but smiling In sore;ic unof the world as yet. She could
consciousness of tho fact that t was
onpon who had slipped up behind her not understand.
One day, late In October, she was
nnd tipped her chin back, as Antoine
Mmetlmes did, when he was not too silting on the stone wall, Iter eyes on
An old man gathering sticks
across the valley and her thought? in
fiitscony, when Ponpon eamo up-- ,
tlsed himself at tho sound, only to
sec Ponpon's laughing lace diuappca? on her.
among tho bushes at tho sido of tho
"Poor Fanchotte!" ho saM ;mntor-- .
road, A llttlo bird heard tje sound lnr.lv. "sho is zo Inst of her Illustrious
'
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The silence was intolerab'a.
pored, "Courage, Fanchetto,
havo
fixed a surprise for you."
Tho crowd gathered about the lower door, as tho girl slowly mounted
the ladder. As she removed the band-agand saw the grinning pumpkins
and the great ghost sho could not suppress n little gasp in spile of Ponpon's
"courage."
The sileiKo was intolerable and sho thought oho inust seu;ni.
"Fanchotte," exciaimetl a voice.
"Antoine!"
oho run towa:d tho
ghost and threw h:rself into Autoitte's
arms
After they had sat .winging
together for sop..; minute-:- Fan- ' hotto said,
'Antoir.c. I was in tho
vrontr iien wo c.tarroled; I forgive
yiu for saying s f."
It was easier
o forgive than to asli
fi'r.Lt. oness ar,l much moro satta'ae
Miss-full-

,

ry.

Fai..iiotto," said Antoine L
most '.eiiotis tone, "it was ery
ong ot you to kiss Ponpon."
; never thought of such
"1?
ing. Who said
kissed Ponpoa?

vshoiq zhzhpan

full.

good deal internally, but ho is thankful he didn't fall on his wife. "Blng-villBugle" Items in Boston Post.
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Peculiar Hobby.
tho curious things collected
as hobbies, none could be more so
than that of a London fruit importer,
who possesses more than 1.200 little
Of all

squares

of

variously-colore-

tissue

pa-

per in which oranges and lemons are
generally packed, each one of which
bears a quaint inscription or device.
The fruit wrappers in tho collection
are contained in an album, each one
being labeled with the date and tho
naine of tho town from which it
came.
It has
taken upwards
of
twenty-fivyears to mako tho

"But.

f's

v
"

'Fanchotte!"

"Now Antoine, I linvo just for..'. on
Don t make mo angry nunir.
you
novor. novor, nevor klsacf'
Ponpon. and nothing will mako v
say did. so there, Como on. I'm
grv Tnjo hip nut of this dark finea,'

y.u.

l

t'l

I
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Red Coffin Not Allowed.
widow died recently in it small
town in Queensland. Australia, nnd
her son. a Socialist, desiring to manifest his political opinions, had her
collln palmed a bright red. Tho local
clergyman, however, refused to head
the procession to the grave with such
a loiiln, and a coat of paint of a suitable color had to be put on ol the ust
moment.
A

MADE

BOLD

Convicts

BID

FOR

LIBERTY.

In

Berlin Prison Figure In
Remarkable Deed.
Threo convicts of tho Moablt prls
on, Berlin, recently mailo an attempt
at oscapo which reads
k0 flction.
Mio men, whose names are Baranow-ski- ,
Golrthach ami .Muller. wore serving terms of penal servitude and
adjoining
cpILs.
Thoy communicated with each othor by tapping out he .Morse code on tho
pipes, and arranBed to carry off
the tailor's shears from the workshop where they were employed, to
attempt to bore a hole through tho
walls of the cells. They set to work
as soon as thoy were locked In their
cells, and continued their labor for
six hours unperceived.
liaranowskl
and Goldbach bored passages into
Mullcr's cell, which stood between
them, during which time .Muller was
at work forcing an opening through
tho roof. They helped each othor
through tho attic to tho roof, bv
which tlmr day was dawning anil
diminishing their chances of escape.
Out of bits of cloth which they had
taken from the workshop they had
manufactured a rope, by which thev
proceeded to lower themselves from
tho roof 100 feet
th ground.
,
and .Mulier slid down
but Cioldbach fell from a height
of fifty feet and broke both legs.
Uaranowski
mid
Muller left him
where ho lay and proceeded to scale
the outer wall. .Mulb'r. who was the
slower of the two. was seen on tho
top of the wall, and was recaptured,
but Daranowsli got away.
I
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MOUNTAIN

SLOCOMB

GOT

COLD

BATH.

Unfortunate Incident Disgusted

Him

with Ice Cutting.
Hod Slocomb dono a fool thing
whilt cuttln ko (other day and como

MIDDLE LIFE

Famous Collection to Be Presented to
Colorado Museum.
Dall DeWecse of Lincoln park, who
is one of tho greatest hunters and explorers of Colorado, has just returned
from a trip to southern .Mexico and has
brought back with him six specimens
of mountain sheep of the species Ovis
Nelsonl. peculiar to that region, savs
the Canon City correspondent of the
Denver Republican.
Mr.
DeWeesn
has now one of the most complete collections of mountain
sheep in the
world. Including tho Ovis Dalli of the
Arctic regions, the Ovis Monlanl of
4 ho Culled States nnd the specimens
just secured from southern Mexico.
It Is Mr. DoWeese's intention to
the collection to the Colorado Museum of Natural History in Denver, to
which it will be a most valuable acquisition, as all the species of the mountain sheep of North Amcicn are rapidly hecomlng extinct.
Mr, DeWoese has hunted big game
in almost
every country, from the
equator to the Arctic circle, including
Alaska, British America. India, Manchuria, China and .lapan. He has yet
two hunting rips to make before he
has completed a plan founed In early
life. One is to the wilds of Africa anil
the other to tho frozen north, Tar beyond the Arctic circle.

A Time When Women Are Susceptible

The 'chanpc of lifc'Ms
tho most critical period
of a woman's existence,
nnd tho un.victy felt by
women as it draws near
is not without reason.

Every woman who
neglects tho care of Iter
health nt this time invites (lisense and pain.
When her system is in
a deranged condition,
or she is predlsposeel to
apoplexy, or congestion
of any organ, tho tendency is nt this period
likely to become nctivo
and with a bust of nervous irritations make
life a burden. At this
time, also, cancers and
tumors aro more liablo
to form and begiii their
destructive work.
Such warnino; pymp-tom- s
as sense of suffocation, hot Hashes, headaches, backaches, dread
of impending' evil, timidity, sounds in tho ears,
palpitation of thu heart,
sparks before the eyes,
irregularities, constipation, variable appetite,
inquietude,
weakness,

t

Smokers have to call for Lewis' Singlo
Binder cigar to got it. Yutir dealer or
Lewis' Factory, Peoria, 111.
Is your
"Mv don I',
"Wi'll. It's very illsuKToeulili! of
you to remind im; of It."
Paradoxical tlmnjrli It may twin. It
lili'tti-tlay.-

liilcs

band.

"

a tvnod wifo to mulci- - a bmmI hus-

and dizziness, aro
in-

Sillff.

Talcn Garfield Tea for liver, kidney,
stomach and bowel derangements, sick
headache and chronic diseases. This mild
laxntivo vill purify tho blood, clcanso Mio
system and clear tho complexion. It Is for
young and old -t- ho best family mcdicino.
Buy from druggist.

Vego-tabl- o

Iiapprns that n bookkeeper's downfall Is duo 'to his having
hoi identally lest his biilan- e.
It somctimer

No flinnr nrrToiunrMnftPr
permanrntlyriirnl.
CITC
I O (trit ilar'itimn of Or. Kllne'iHU-rn- t
ervp
SimiiI fnr
It I'K S'4.00 trial, Imttlp unci Irenlln'.
I
Strt-rt1)11.
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HOD

FELL IN

mighty near lrsln; his life by It.
Hod was hired by Deacon Iiuttor-wortto help him cut his loo over
to Goolthic Pond and the Deacon and
Hod wnt over bright
and early
Tuesdcy morning and wont to work.
Hod started in sawing and before ho
thought what he was doing ho sawod
out a fctiuaro of ice in the lnke on
which be was standing and it wont
under tho water with him and he fell
r.nd got soaking wet clean tip to his
chin ami swore until the Deacon had
to tell Mm not to use such lani'.uago
In his presents, and then Hod had
to walk all the way to Dingvillc in
them vet clothes and it freezing
Hod
cold, b"t he didn't go back.
said tint if Deacon Duttorworth
wanted anybody to help Itiui cut his
ice, he would haft to g'.'t somebody
Hugle" Items In
else. "Wngvlllo
Uostou Post.

h

The Stinging Tree.
The stinging tree of Australia somewhat resembles a gigantic nettle. It
has an unpleasant odor, and the natives and native animals are careful
to avoid 1.
When u man '.s stung by tho tree
or, to put it more prosaically, pricked
by the tree's thorn the little wound
gives him at first no pain whatever.
But in a few minutes a maddening
pain Is set up: the victim shrieks and
rolls upon the ground; fo- - months
afterward, when water touches tho
stung part, great agony ensues.
Dogs, when stung, rush about with
piteous whines, biting pieces of flesh
,'roni the place that has been stung;,

I'll tntlt

!i tn.

Md.

builds up thu weakened nervous system.
For special advico regarding this important period women are invited to
write, to Sirs. I'iukhaiuat Lynn, Mass.,
and it will bo furnished absolutely free
of chargu. The present Mrs. l'inkham
is thedaughter-ln-lawo- f
Lydia 10. l'inkham, hor assistant before bur decease,
twenty-live
years since her
and for
advice has been freely given to alelc
women.
Head what Lydin E. Pinkhtuns Compound did for Mrs. llylaud and Mrs.

Aftor lindlntr snmetlilnu
frond net
huuy and look for snmothintf better.

A roll

I J4rs.AEG.My1 and

promptly heeded hy
telligent women who aro
oaoQaaiaaaaoBaBQiHoaBsaaQDsoQ
approaching tho period
" I wrote you for advico nnd commenced
In life when woman's great change
treatment with Lydla K. I'inkhnm'H
may be expected.
Compound as yon directed, and Inm
Lydin ID. IMnkhnm's Vegetable Com- happy to say that all those distressing sympto
was
pound
prepared meet tho needs toms left nio nnd I have passed safely through
of woman's system at this trying tho cliango of life, a well wonrnn. I am
nil my
period of her life. It invigorates anil recommending your tnedieino to Chcbter-towstrengthens the femalo organism and friends." Mrs. Aunio E. 0. llylaud,

tho way chorus jrlrls seem
to he alilo to do most anything
but

fiipir

It. II. KI.INK, Ltd., Ml

to Many

Dread Diseases Intelligent Women Prepare
for it. Two Relate their Experiences.

pro-sen- t

Ii Ih

HOD

8HEEP.

I'd.

Another "Woman's Cnao.

" During chango of lifo words ennnot express what I Riiltered. My physician said I
Iiml a cancerous condition of the female
organs--. Ono day I road some of tho testimonials of women who had lnon cured by
Lydin E. I'lnkhatn's Vegetable Compound,
and I deckled to try it and to write you for
advice. Your medicine made mo a well
womnn, and all my bad symptoms soon
disapiH'nred.
" 1 advisoovery womnn at this period of lifo
to tnko vnur nie'dieino and write you for advice." Mrs. Lizzie Hinkle, Salem, Intl.

What's the matter with a star circus
performer as a ringleader
Andrew CariiORle lias come out for
spelling reform, but not bard enough
Hinklc:
What Lydia 13. l'inkham's Vegetable
to write It KarnaKi.
Compound did for Mrs. Ilyland and
Dear
Mrs.
Pinkham:
Paper Handkerchiefs.
" I hail boon stifTorlngwith displacement of Mrs. Hinklc it will do for other women
of life.
Several Loudon physicians tire now tho organs
for years and wns passing through nt this time conquered
advocating the use of handkerchiefs
pain, restored
It litis
tho cliangn of life. My nlHloumn wns badly
prolonged life in cases that
1
my
paper.
and
is
health,
This
swollen;
of
only
made
stomach wns sore;
not
had dizzy
with
the idea of preventing the spread of spells, sick headaches, and was very nervous. utterly batued physicians.
consumption, but a myriad of other Lydla E. Plnkham's Vegetable, fomnoiind Succeeds Where Others Fail,
It Is argued that a licn
diseases.
handkerchief which is carried In tin
pocket and becomes heated is neees- sarily a dlsfuMulnator of undesirable
germs and witli the aid of laundries a
Ferry'd Scsslii urn txt Iioomiiw
If yon have cream to separate a good
constant circulation of deadly organ-ism,,.....lfl.l
I,.., low... ........ I..to
their 1ev(luiiiii'iit half n ccniiiry
is kept up. The Japanese make Cream Separator is tin most profitable
wi
in umitiiiK iiirm
Deyou
can
investment
possibly
make.
the best paper handkerchiefs.
wiKTini' to .ill otlirn
lay means daily waste of
ny. ii,iio"l
winviUK
uunrr
Bllil TCKl'ianiu HI' I'm.
time, labor and product
j mill nmi Ailliuul irue.
$100 Reward, $100.
DH LAVAL CRKAM
D.
M.
&
FERRY
CO.,
to letm
The rrailiT ef lliln iMliorwIII
SK I'A It A TO Its save
Detroit,
nt Irnt mio ilrriulril illH'Hhc ihul n'lritro
that there
hit liefii hIiIk tu iMiru In nil IH nnmex. iiml Unit la
$10- .- per cow per year
pimlilva
unly
(,'ntnrrli. Mail'
thu
n.urrli
lire
every
till
over
year
use
of
curi1 iimv known lo thu iihmIIchI frnti'riili.v. t atHrrh
n eiinntltif
bulla: h
gravity set ting1 systems
roi u
IIiiII'h ( mnrrli ( lire N taken lie
tlmial treatment.
and
per cow over
illrcotljr upon the hluoil mill iiiiicoim
(prniillv.
all imitating separator.
mirfaeen of ttie nyitem, ihereliy tli'Mmylfiu tho
anil kIvIiik the lmtlenl
foiiniliitlnn if li r
They received the Crand
nnd
ftrcnu'tli hy luillittni; lip the
l'rlze or Highest Award
iintiire In lining lt work. Tho proprietor havn
mi iniieli fali'.i In lit eurntlve powers lint they offer
St. Louis.
at
One. llnmlrcil Dollnm for any cafe thtil It fall lo
IJuying trashy
sepacure, semi lor lint nf ti'Mlmonlnli",
Aihlrexs K, .1. IIKN'KY A CO.. Toledo, O.
rators is penny wise, dollar foolish.
Sold liv all llrilKUlMK. Mr.
Such machines quickly lotto their cost
Take flail' I'ninl' I'llK for eonntlpatlon.
instead of naritiff it.
"A college piofessor says that twenty
If you haven't
ready cash
years from now women will be ruliior DM LAVAL machinesthemay be'lmught
the world.'' "I don't doubt It. I see no on such liberal terms
of rlrli mniiiiln n unit fnrm land. In
that they actually l.rnu,IKXl
ts for man koIIIiik
Immodlute pros)
lii'.in of Hid (.nun imtitry tu l'c oprtifltl oon. Two
the supremacy."
of Wiiiinliik' iiml liitrvv. with
limp
for themsrlres
Uw
uif
1'oMimlil Nil
E. W. QLAFCKE, C. H.,
Send
for new catalogue and Ilouklct.
Box 235 Cheyenne, Wyomlnc
Wealth cf Brazil.
of nearest local agent.
Brazil began the twentieth century naiiu
When Answering Advertisements
with 17.000,000 people, a territory The De Laval Separator Go.
Kindly Mention This Paper.
latger than that of the Cnlted States, Randolph & Canal St.
74 CoMlantit Street .
v
o it! - innr.
r nwwi'Mt
NFW VOOK
and undeveloped resources surpassed
CHICAGO
by no country with the possible excep
tlon of the Cnlted States and China.
n 25 Cts.
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Worth Knowing
Allcock'B aro the original aud only
genuine porous plnsters; all othor
porous plnsters nro Imitations.

that

The thermometer always
the occasion.

rises

to

0

Kin

CURE THE

one day
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ANTI-GRIPI- NE
IS GUARANTEED TO CURE
GRIP, BAD COLD, HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA.
to a dealer who won't Guarantee
I won't sell
It. Call (or your MONEY MACK IF IT DON'T CURE.
jP. TF. Dieincr, M.V., Man ut ao turex, 8p ri n afield , Ma.
Antl-Orlpl-

Jenkins Flat Happenings
CoRRltSI'ONDKNCU.

Miss Host's School was out Monday.
Tho box supper at tlio school house lias
been postponed.
There is some sickness reported in tho
neighborhood; not fatal as yet.

The land was real wet Monday, and
The season
oat sowing is going " lively.
is fine and everybody seems to be in good
spirits.
We had preaching last Sunday at Mr.
We
McCarler's: there was a uood crowd.
will have preaching at Mr. Simpson's on

Faster Sunday.
Somebody was circulating a petition here
this week asking for a road to run east of us.
This is a badly needed one and if wc get
it we will be in the swim.
Mr. Winter's dugout caved in on top,
but as it happened they were out at supper, and it only ruined some lumber and
some of his plunder. He is fixing it.

The section line west has been fenced,
cutting us of! here from our water supply,
that is making it necessary to go a mile
further around. It is over bear grass and
dog towns and by no means a deisrable
We like to go to town occasionally
and would prefer a better road.
Well, well, how things do change in a
In one short week out tonew country.
wards the Mesa Kodondo three new houses
They are the property
have loomed up.
A
of Messrs Kiley, Hood and Parker.
short ways west one Mr. Winters has settled and built a house in the ground like a
prairie dog: the snow we had a few days
ago makes this a comfortable habitation.
We are congratulating ourselves that Mr.
Winter came at this time, for if he had
arrived in July or August conditions would
have been as fatal on the vegetation of the
community as a Texas cyclone.
road.

Will Jacobs has purchased a new four-hors- e
lister and put one of his boys onto it
who had never seen such a thing before,
and it was amusing to see the result.
Jake said to the boy; "Jeffreys, hold the
lines tight and make the rows as straight
as possible." Jeffreys started his team and
was doing the thing up in the brown, till
he turned in the seat to see if the row was
going to be straight, when of course the
horseb went wrong, but he soon learned
that if he took care of the horses the machine would do the row, and is plowing
now like he ought to.
He is going to list
90 acres, which he says can be handled as
easily as 40 further east.
If the Jenkins Flat correspondent will
call at this office we will supply him with

necessary stationery and stamps.
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VaJIe Del Cadillo
Correspondence.
"Valle Del Cadillo" is the name
have
decided to call my farm located about 25
miles east of Tucumcari, and one and $
half miles from the Choctaw and Hock
f
island right of way.
am putting i.jo
acres of this cockleburr valley in what I
call my teu acre farm, arranged thus. The
first ten acres prepared were sown in oats,
the next will be planted in an early variety
of corn, "Yellow Dent," ten acres of seed
ribbon cane for syrup, ten acres of cotton.
ten acres of millet, ten acres of Kansas
mixed corn, the National colors, ten acres
of June corn, ten acres of White Kaffir
corn, ten acres of pumpkins and squash,
ten acres of Dwarf milo maize, ten acres
of Mexican beans, ten acres of Little Navy
In addition to this
and blackeycd peas.
I have five acres that I call my truck patch,
one half acre of Red Hcrmuda union sets.
I made a convenient
set setter" with an
old buggy wheel by sawing off the spokes
after removing the rim about two inche
a piece of gas pipe through tho hub. a one
and a half by 12 inch bolt and a set of
double shovel plow handles with two straps
of iron on the sides for markers, I had the
tool complete.
Hy pushing this like a
wheelbarrow the ends of the spoKcs make
1

the holes for the sets and the iron straps
With boys, buckmark for the next row.
ets and sets nnough to keep up with me
marking, onion planting is easy and fast.
I will also have
one half acre each of cabbage and tomatoes, and fourt hacrc each
Irish and sweet potatoes.
chili popper,
The rest of the patch is in beets, peas and
The rest of the farm
other garden truck.
will be planted drill and broadcast in cane
had four acres of the latter
and alfalfa.
last year, but the jack rabbits destroyed
I
have one acre of Timothy that I
it.
think will be alright, as it crowds out the
cockleburr and the rabbits do not hurt it.
Green Valley is just west of me in townNearly every qaurtcr
ship 10, range 3.).
section has been tiled on, and the home
where there
seekers are locating in 15
are still some good claims.
Cheap drinking tub iG ft in diameter, 1
ps .xfjx. ft.
ft high.
110 ps 2xfixS ft:
Commence f ft from end; bore live y.
holes through center of 4 ft edge 6ft apart.
Now take ix.xio ft and mark circle on the
ground where you want tub by boring two
holes in ix. S ft apart. You can put
inch bolts through these, driving one in the
ground in the center of where tub is wanted and use the other to mark circle, after
which dig around the circle 6ft deep, being
careful to keep the circle true and wall
perpindicular. Dig a post hole 2 ft deep
and set .)x6 in; now set 2x6 against .jx6 and
continue around circle. placing dirt against
same as you go to hold in place. Now take
No. G or No. 4 smooth wire $. ft long and
run through v-- hole in .jxfi; bend one foot
and form loop around tub and back through
same hole in .x6; tighten with jack screw
or wire stretcher and loop around wire to
secure same; proceed in same manner un
til all wire is on, then turn in water and
with sledge or
drive staves six inches
maul
1L.
11. FULUuOI),
Revuelto, N. M.
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Cheap and

Business and Resident Properties for Sale

Favorable Terms,
Will be pleased to show buyers the properties of the

McGee Addition and the
Russell Addition to the Town.

ft

Make Prices anil Terms.

il
Notary Public and

Conveyances
'H. '

3
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W HEMAN,
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Tucumcari Townsite & Investment

(o

N. M.

Tucumcari,

Business and Residence Lots For Sale I

I

Agt,

M. B. GOLDENBERG,

I
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THE

Tender

Saloon

The Pioneer House of the Kirvd in ike City.
BRANDIES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

WINES,
CALL

AND SEE

US.

All the News Going.

MORGAN

GRVBBS,
PROPS.

following club
bing rates you can find the greatest list of
newspaper bargains ever offered for the
money:
If you will examine

HEAD AND MAKE

wm&

the

l'IGUKUS FOU YOURSELF.

We are prepared from the date of this
issue to offer jou the Daily Santa Fe New
Mexican and tho Tucumcari News, one
year for Ss'oo. The regular subscription
rate of the two papers for one year is $9.00,
just a little more than half of what the two
papers cost you separately. Think of it.
3G5 papers including two publications for
only S5.00. Tho New Mexican Iovit!v,n
paper, giving all the news of the
apitol and t he world for that matter and
the Tucumcari News, both papers for one
year for only S2.00.
The New Mexican
Ueview sums up the news published in the
daily for the week. This paper covers the
Territory thoroughly and with the Tucumcari News for local matter in Quay county
you have a splendid service.
The regular
subscription price of these two papers scp
arately is $3.50 a year and we are offering
you both for S .oo. We are also, through
special contract, prepared to offer you the
El Nuovo Moxicano and the Tucumcari
News together for one year for the small
sum of S2. 00, the regular subscription
price of the two papers being S.1.00. The
lil Nuevo Moxicano is a Spanish weekly
paper ano covers the same ground as that
of the Weekly New Mexican Review,
y'o
have sample copies of all of these papers
on file for your inspection, and if you desire we will send you a sample copy of any
or all of them.
These offers are for a cash
consideration only.
Subscribe now while
this opportunity is open.
Again we are prepared to oiler you the
Tucumcari News and Farm Progress, a
16 page farm paper, both one
year for Si. 50; and the Tucumcari News
and the New York Farmer Tribune, a
weekly paper, a good one, too, for Si. 05
fer the next Go days.
We will also give
you reduced rates on a number of other
papers.
See us before you make up the
list of papers you want to take for the
year.

Tucumcari Telephone Exchange
Put in a Phone Now.

it

Do

The Phone is a Time
Ask Central
Saver.
for Trains

Time is Money.

I B. F. HERRING, PROP.

-

FARR HERRING, Mgr.

iwmwwwtitwinwwwwii'nwiw

Located in the I'andhandlc
Country constitute a vast
proportion of those who are
out of debt, possess an abundance of all that is necessary to romlort an
easy hour, and own

Texas Farmers

BANK ACCOUNTS.
Those who are not so fortunate should profit bv past experiences and
recognize that these conditions are possible in

THE PANHANDLE
as no where else for the reason that no other section now offers
KliALLY HIGH-CLAS- S
LANDS AT LOW I'UMCKS
and that the Agricultural and Stock-farmin- g
possibilities of this section are
the equal of, and in some respects better than three to live times higher
priced property located elsewhere.
In other words;
ManJUagjiinckMUJ2M)orti"iities are still open here
to those possessing but little money, but prompt investigation and

THE

QUICK ACTION
arc advisable, as speculators have investigated
and are fast purchasing with a knowledge of
quickly developing opportunities to
to others at greatly increased prices.
l

THE DENVER ROAD

ROAD

Sell cheap Unund Trip tickets twice
with stop-ove- r
privileges
For Full Information, write to
A. A. GLIS8ON. G. P. A.. FORT WonTH.

n

week

TEXAS
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A'egc(ablc Prcpntalionfor Assimilating IhcFood andltcgula-lin-

SantlaRo'H wind-sweshorn
smashed the stii.-nmof Spain,
My Imnit of oak their fuiy hioke,
And swept thorn from tho main.
What llerce delight to show mv might
Win n raked with the shot and shell.
My liiilldou pluck oft hroiiKht mo luck
And liiiiuylit mo safe tluouuli hell!
How cool, how fresh the breezes blow,
And fan my fiownliiK face.
And every leef and ruck I know
As round the wot Id I chase.
I lave my sides in the (lowing tides
And iiialT the IVatln-t.spia.
spurn the waves that lawn iia slaves,
I
churn the shall; away!
K.
.IAMKH
KINSfit.LA.
TtCKlstry Dlvlfilon. t'hlcaKo rostolllce.

S,ns
V

hi

mU .r'111.'

l...f!i'mim
Ih.! linwnliiK filjidtoN
W hllst 1 lay Kitting In (llsm-aclo cat my hourt ami tali:
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fuco

"At last thy took mc nut to sea
Across the rnmmlng liar;
I f!ll the Joy
of cnllliif; f(1.,.
JScncnth tlm kindling star.
ho
land llew hj

I

IJ

u

Ilk.' a tlioam.

Bears tho

well

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin, became the quick and steady
t;oiil of immigration from Nov
and that New Kugland
inlo the west has been so c instant
und so great that there has loin; been
vastly more of New Unpland 'vest of
the Hudson river than east of i
wo arc Indeed seeing strong
counter currents. As there a o Now
Kngland societies in many vestent
cities, mado up of men whose memories tur?. back fondly to the ol.i home
and whwu steps nlso turn thither
more a.d more In Old Home W 'ok. so
-now associations of men of v. stern
jirth are multiplying in our
oitlea. New York has a large Ohio
society and we hear of the rnnual
Iowa dinner and Illinois dinner 'n the
her
metropolis, nnd Ilostou now lit
western society, organized last
dw
with already inn members
Tho old town of Rutland, Mast', haa

12ng-laud- ,

To-da-

vr,

Fish Know Colors.
know colors." said
at the N"v York Aquarium
dav. "They can distinguish
and blue, or while and
well as you and I. Walt and

j

a keeper

tho 'ithi't

btveei

gre

mi.
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I'll rmivc

led the way to a lank In whicl
some rod and some yellow an:
green il.h. and in it were art!
grotloes palmed respect Ivt ly roc
The Su'eprr
mid yellow and
rolled the water with his hand, am'
tic .tjii (led the red ones' tt) the red
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Aperfecl Hcmeily for Constipation, Sour Slomnch.Diarrltoca
Worms, Convulsions,
nnd Loss

J

lcwrish-ncs- s

of Sleep.

FacSunilc

Signature or

For Over

Thirty Years

NEW YOltK.

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
TH

British Insurance.
The people of the British islands
are now insured by nini-six companies ti the enormous total of 5 7 ,
:i!'!f;:;n. and his does not include
ol the colonial and for foreign
roiupnnh s.
The companies closed the year wiih
balances amounting in the aggregate
i

.
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BROWN PALACE HOTEL.Kiiniiii'iui

For rlilMruu tcothtim, KofU'iih lliu Hum, ruduct id
u Ikihio.
jMUtuutlvu, alUy pain, curcu wlnil colic,
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Lewis' Singlu Hinder Cigar has a rich
our dealer or l,ewis' factory,
taste.
Peoria, 111.
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111

A Chicago doctor says .sunshine is
hurtful. I Jul wait till we net an opinion from a doctor who lives in a town
that Knows soniethin;; about sunshine.
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Seeing America.
Tho Passenger Department of the
Railway anChicago ic
nounces that as a means of inert n.' Inn
the etlli iency ot the "Seeing Ainerlc.i
Ftr--tmovement, round trip ikluis
will be Kold over that line to all J'a
cillc Coasl poinis, ood on their fast
limited trains, at the rale of $7."..iiit
from Chicago, daily .June 1st to Sipt
lr.lh.
Every facility Is belli; provided for
in the way of stopovers and otlu r con
veiilences, an. the tourist mowMiun!
to tho Pacific coast, for the couiim;
season promises to show an increase
of many thousand people over that of
any season ever Unown.
North-Wester-

ICng-Ipiu-

- s

rd

JltttfiearoUfirZWUELPtrClW

called "the cradle of Ohio."
high on the Worcester county hills,
so salubrious thnr it was chosen by
common consent as the best place for
our stale sanitarium for consumptives,
the central town of the state. Rutland,
was the In. me of On. Rufus Putnam,
and from there he went out to found
the state of Ohio.
A second prominent
"cradle" was
Dan vers and the region roundabout
the Immediate sphere of the influence
of Rev. Mnnusseh Cutler, Putnam's coworker, but it is right to give the
homo of Putnam
the
place in our celebrations of tho beginning of the movement of New
I
Put nam's old
into Ihe west.
house in Rutland still stands, well preserved, secured as a memorial a feT
years ago through
tho efforts of
Speaker Hoar and other enthusiasts,
and will) its rooms admirably restored
and fil ed with an interesting historical collection. It is visited each year
by hundreds of people from the west
and east alike. Hoston Transcript.

The Northwest territory, out of
which were carved the states of Ohio.

AW

of

NOT "N ARC OTIC .

"Woo Salt Tsnh, a single gentleman, member of the most worthipful
company of Larccnltos and an unlicensed cutter and wounder,
was
charged witlt being concerned, together with another already sentenced, with stealing a box of Jewelry
and valuable correspondence, valued
at $.iO. Also with being In unlawful
possession of two cotton jackets, a
pair of inexpressibles and sundry articles of cotton clothing.
Furthermore, with cutting and wounding Mr.
Tseh Ah YVu with r. Knife, hurting
his dignit. and ventilating Ills garments, on the Seward road on the 2d
Inst. Charge proven. Woo goes up
for six months' treatment at the municipal hydro.
"Tsung Ah Sung, a married coolie,
was charged with stealing live tons of
red paint, valued at 10, from No.
llroudway the property of Mr.
Tsiug Thing Che. Tsung goes Into
retirement for one month, all his social lixturcs being scratched in consequence."

OF THE

WISIfflffG

Signature

Promotes Digcslion.Chccrful-ncs-s
and Rest. ConUfms neither
Opium.Morpliine nor Mitral.

SHANGHAI'S MIXED COWRT

Last December's riots In Shang;ial
called tho attention of the world to
that uniciuo institution, the Shanghai
mixed court. The following is from
the pen of the Shanghai Times police
reporter, written a lew days after (lie
".Magistrate Kwan and Mr. .1.
riots:
II. Arnold, the American
assessor,
presided at the mi: d court yesterday. Mr. King was not present, it being understood
that an 'Important
mission, coupled with tho failure of
the laiindryman to return certain necessary garments in time, prevented
him from attending the sitting. The
court wore Its usual calm, quiet and
dignified aspect reminiscent of
times, and no armed guard
was present.
The various members
of the force, having found that large,
heavy service revolvers
bulge the
pockets and spoil the set of their
smart, natty uniforms, had come
evidently Intending to rely
apori their good right hands and ihe
itistlce of their cause in case of a recurrence of unpleasantness.
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Infants and Children.
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To speed mo from afar.
And now I plow thr tnurm'rliiE main
And head fur honm at last.
Uko a iianthm hlid my bieust Is atlncd.
My Ioiik oxllt- In past.
My (halnli'.ss soul has full oonttol,
And I can wend my wav,
And I can main from polo' to pole,
And level in the spray.

fast tho Kn0
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THF SIGH OP THE FISH

I

grot io, Ihe yellow ones to the yellow
groKo, and the green ones to the green
grotto.
"I suppose that member of Conirress
"They know which color shields is surprised by his defeat." "Yes," an
Ihem from observation best," said he. iwercd Senator Sorghum. "We are all
' Vow I'll change the
moitoes. so as to i 111 lie unreasonable in l hat way. What
lie should be surprised tit is his elecprove my statement a second time."
He moved the grot tries to different tion in the lirst place."
places In lie tanks and again roiled
"What Is your pleasure, brother'.'"
Ihe water.
the trance medium. "1 can raise
The same thing followed as before. ashed
;ny spliit you may doslro." "A llttlorye
IJaoh fish darted like a shot to tho
whisky for mine," replied tho fuddled
grotto of its own color, where It know visitor.
!l would he host euticoaled.
I

I

hzi stood for the
during

55T

seventy .yc&tt of

iricreajind 3i!ei.
Rjnembcr thii whenyou

proof

want water-

coati, suits, hats, or horse
goodj for all hinds of wet work.
oiled
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The seasons continue, more ram falling
Southwestern officials were here a day
day or two, the outlook for successevery
or two looking over the grounds which are
could not be belter.
crops
ful
yards
additional
soon to be occupied by

The Tucumcari News
Published Saturdays

Tucumcari Printing (o.

Be

ll is a foregone conand round houses.
clusion that the division point will be made

at Tucumcari, Now Mexico.

here at an early date.
Talk about beans, that
prqduce

is not nil wo can

The

County.

in Quay

Goldonbcrg

Co. have been

eggs up and

down

Ii.

M.

A good deal when that
name is

S. J. Wallace, our road patchor, is now
trying his fortune with the Tucums at Tucumcari. Outlook. Yes, S. J. Wallace is
here and is going to help patch up Cjuay

"Howe"
Stamped on a loaf of

He is this week digging holes to

County.

bread.

wholesaling

put new tolphone poles in.
the Kock Island and
KheumatUm Mkes Life Miierablc
Southwestern for the past six weeks. We
A happy home is the most valuable pos
session that is within the reach of manhave the heneries, too, listen,
Subscription, $1.50 the Year
kind, but you cannot enjoy its comforts if
You
you are suffering from rheumatism.
throw aside business cares when you enter
nutter October JO, 1903 at the poll
"Entered a iecondtU
ollice at Tucumcari, New Mexico undor act of Congress ol
Statehood matters and the rebate bill your home and you can be relieved from
those rheumatic pains also by applying
March J, 1879."
are still tied up. That is the way these Chamberlain's Pain Halm.
One applicaits continued
Wo reiw.it it that Tucumcari needs a legislative jokes will be the next time you tion will give you relief and
use for a short time will bring about a perhear from them. A perusal of the idiotic manent cure. l?or sale by all druggists.
good hotel.
gervmanderings of the Congress on the

livery line of trade in town continues questions of statehood and the railroad reTHR PHOENIX
H
bate bill are calculated to give one that
If wo can't have anything
tired feeling.
Why don't somebody start a nursery else, let's have a
On the Comer.
here? It is needed riylit now, and there is
The dead letter ollice handled 11,000,-00If you are
money in it for somebody.
BATHS
No wonder there is
letters last year;
HOT AND COLD
figuring on doing it don't wait too long.
a 9 ooo.ooo deficit in the postal departIt looks like people would learn
ment.
af3 Agent Alamogordo Steam Laundry
Quay county is not only going to show to put a return card on their envelopes
would save the governawhile.
That
ter
year,
but
hundreds of new homes this
ment much trouble and the sender losses
great prosperity in every line of the stock that he now often has and which it takes
D. L. CASH, Proprietor
of his time
industry. We are going to grow some this the postmastsr about
good this week with belter prospects ahead.

For those round cream
loaves, call at
The Pioneer Bakery.

Win.
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year.

know the

town

A LOOK will convince you

for a vacation,

old timers, who go away

when

RACKET IS THE

THE

they come

home.
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page, and now we may soon expect

PLACE TO BUY.

Goods Arriving Every Day

New Spring Stock.
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DAT MS.
se

for the wicked this season.

You will find

is going to be $9 ,000,000 deficit in

This
department this year.
us something about what Uncle

everything kept at

a

First Class liar.

the postal
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i
ani Kincis.
ive. LHirDons ana
Corn Whiskys of Best Brands.
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Samuel is doing to get a first class postal
service for the accommodations of the

Some fellow who is looking

N. Mo.x.
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K. C. SALOON

Verily, there is going to be little rest

There

' Tucumcari,

the

county campaigns to open up in real earn-
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Correct Treatment of Customers.

Old Vesuvius is on another terrible ram-

est.
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W. F. Glenn. Prop.

Tucumcari is getting her feet under her
now and will grow this year until even the
won't

'
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COAL DEALER
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Barber Shop
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uk and Dottle Trade Filled Promptly and with Care.

tion for a steam laundry will make a mistake when he passes up Tucumcari. If you

are interested in this enterprise take a
look at the baskets that leave here every
week for Dalhart, Alamogordo, Kansas and

J. G. Russell.

E. S. Russell.

PIONEER

DRVG STORE

I

Amarillo.

Tucumcari, N. M.
The lambing season is soon going to be
under way in New Mexico and it is going
to bo one of the most profitable ever expe
rienced. The ranges are superb, with
plenty of good grass and water for every
We certainly
hoof on our broad plains.
have m right to expect a prosperous year in
the territory.

49
49

DRUGS AND MEDICINES

49
49
49

Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles

49
9

Physicians Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.

49

This is the very time of the life of the

i

town of Tucumcari that we need a good
amount of the right sort of advertising.

This paper is doing all it can from week
to week, and will as soon as our outside
man is able to return to work, begin got
ting up a special edition of the paper
which wo hope to make benefit everybody
interested in the town and county. The
commercial club could help the matter of
advertising the country along most wonder
fully by compiling some information on the
resources 0! the county and circulating i
in the right localities,

49
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49
49
49
49
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49
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BARNES & RANKIN,

UNDERTAKERS

Tucumcari,

N. M.
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Local and Personal
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dolicious

Notch.
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Charles I'urrull, of Slmwneo,
hun; looking at tlm rountry.

I. Murch, the able representative
Southern Carnival Co., has been
here two days contracting for the show's
appearance,

Okla.,

is

Morgan & Crubbs have Hock lleer on
to
tap. Sample it and you will have a delightful drink.
a7.tf
Conductor Umory Hrown has bid in the
Don't fail to visit "Peggy Irom Paris."
through run on thu Dawson lino.
and witness a great and marvelous perPaul Hourman, rupresoniinj; tht Il l'aso formance,
well worth your lime and the
Printing Co., was in town looking for
price of admission.

&

find real

Hanana

Grubbs'.

Old Hermitage is good; The eldest HerPrandy at mitage tis the
best.
It is sold at Morgan
apr 7 tf
S: Grubbs'.
apr 7 tf

Felix Perry and wife ol Shawnee, Okla.,
All the shows on the midway will be well
arrived hero Tuesday morning and have worth seeing, as we have
the guarantee
located a homestead six miles east of town. that they
are moral, novel, interesting and
Gross, Kelly & Co., are having Hrannen well worth the price of admission.
paint their whole warehouse roof this
Hrandies
apricot, blackberry
week with
sell.

a

sin

advertising

what

they

Mud Phillips, who has been watching
engines at Dawson, has returned to
and has been promoted to brake-ma-

and

nac, at the Legal Tender Mar.

apr

cog-

7 tf

Willc Stout, the big fat boy j years of
age and weighing 722 pounds, is another of
the attractions, and must be witnessed by
everyone who attends the midway.

0.

Ladies and Gentlemen's

Mr

of the

The I'la.a llotul was sold this wuuk
Mr. Hurry, a Into arrival from Toxas.

You can

mm

.

.

MnrKnn anil fimbb's havo n (:oml
ol wat(sr at
fcut.

Morgan

m.

Look up all Uio books you have l)olnuK-t- o
S. C. Campbell and rotiirn ilium
at
i.
ai tiiu ion wico.
,
ti
Legal Tender is the name of the thr bar
rhocolaUi at ilm Top whiskey at the
Legal Tender Saloon. It is
t( guaranteed.
a,,r 7 ,f

W. II. MorK-l.nnW fnr ilm- l.'r,
...miui
Notch
Dark

!

Spring

WEARING

APPAREL

The finest line of Ladies' Summer Suits
Shirt Waists and Skirts in Eastern
New Mexico.

All

new and complete.

Spring and Summer goods are arriving
daily.

MEN'S

Call and see them.
Ready-to-wea-

CLOTHING

r

Our rOastern Buyers secured a lot of
HROWN STTOIO CO.'S SHOES
at a bargain and we will sell them very
cheap.

Pure grain alcohol may be had at the
paper counted forty Legal
Tender.
tf
farm wagons on the streets of Tucumcari
Our open air free act, Tan Arcki, walkMonday at noon.
How is that for a new
ing the rope up a distance of 50 feet and
country ?
Ths editor

of this

making a slide for life, will be seen each
W. II. Mornan and J. II. Street went to
evening free of charge.
Uaton Wednesday
to attend court in the
trial of Cabe Adams for the killing of
Apple and Peach brandies pure. At
Warren Middleton.
Morgan & Grubbs'.
apr 7 tf
K. P. Donohoo, the popular manager of
of
The Coon Town .too, consisting of
the Hock Island Iiating House, has given
the best colored performers giving the old
up the situation and will move onto his plantation, singing, dancing, cake walking
farm nnar Tucumcari Mountain.
and tin "Hig Jubilee," and ending in
Conductor Harry Hutlcr has gone to "Hot Time in Old Town."

Dawson to take the hill run out of that
Hen Ferguson, the popular and hustling
place,
This run was vacated by Iimery
advertising agent of the big
Hrown who was assigned to the through advance and
Co., is here arranging
Carnival
line.
Southern
run on the Dawson
all necessaries, and ho promises us plenty
W. A. Jackson returned Sunday from
all next week.
Amarilloand other Panhandle towns, where of fun and amusement
he had been in the interest of his associates
Mr.
and himself in the cattle business.
THOMPSON,
liNliHAN
Jackson says cattle are not looking as well
in the Panhandle as in New Mexico.
Why slip and slide around on smooth
shoes when you can get base ball shoe-plattf
at the Top Notch.

The M. B. Goldenberg Co.

EL PASO ROUTE
TEXAS & PACIFIC RAILWAY
EL PASO TO NEW ORLEANS AND RETURN

$33.25

Lawyrrs,
Santa

New Mexico,

l'V,

lie Glenmore
Cor. 9th St. and Delaware Ave.

NO TROUBLE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

Alamogordo, New Mexico

SHORT LINE TO NEW ORLEANS.

Rooms hy the day,Mjweek or.
i fg Ii in
moistf li Bleclrfic
JSsitJsu hot and tfolle

Account the United Confederate Veterans' Reunion
to be held at New Orleans; April 25th to 26th inclusive,
the Texas Sz Pacific Ry. will place on sale April 22nd and
23rd, round trip tickets 151 Paso to New Orleans, at rate
of $23.25, good until May 7th for return.
Special sleepers and chair cars. See your local ticket
agent for information, or address,

Phone 52

M. A. CUUFFJW,
mmtnmn'antfof"mmmka,a'mmmm'mm'

l9IaOl.

4

R. W. CURTIS,

E. P. TURNER.

Southwestern Passenger Agent,

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,

EL PASO, TEXAS

DALLAS, TEXAS

SATISFIED

they set their fruit and wo can conmatinue to keep them so until they disture their crop, wo will rarely bo
appointed in their yield. J. S. Underwood, Johnson Co., HI.

First Weeks

of the CMck.
II lu a fact conceded by all poultry
men that chicks need no feed for 40

Culture of Orchards.
I consider
good and thorough cul
ture of the utmost Importance in growing fruits successfully. The llrst thing
to do la to get the ground In the best
possible condition before setting out
the trees, and then frequently stit
ground during the
and loosen the
growing season. This is not only necessary during the growing season be
fore the trees come into bearing, but
especially during
the fruiting, the
mound must be frequently stirred and
kept pulverized in order to have the
best results when gathering the fruit,
lly keeping the ground in a loose,
friable condition, wo counteract. In a
measure, the effect of drouths aud
enable the fruit to keep on growing
and to some extent prevent it from
dropping. I noticed this last season as
heard numerous complaints of apples falling from orchards nut cultivated, while those that were thoroughly cultivated held their fruit and
continued to grow during the hot, dry
season, also leaving the trees in a
better condition for a crop the next
season.
Another condition we will
also notice between orchards cultivated and those not cultivated the last
few years, and one I think we will
fully appreciate, is thL the orchards
that have been down to grass for a
number of years and have been bear- fairly good crops of fruit, without
cultivation, will be found to be running down, while those which have
been thoroughly cultivated are improving every year. Tills Is gratifying
to us and looking at our orchard we
know we have been v, oil renald for
all the work we put on it.
If the trees are not doing as well
as we think they ought to, we can
Improve their condition by judicious
ferlilh:Inu'. It does wonders onjoung
trees.
Last year I planted several
acres in apple trees, which did not
have as good a chance as the rest of
the orchard, being set in an old
strawberrv patch, which could not be
cultivated before the last of June after
the crop was gathered.
To help the
trees some bone dust was distributed
around them and hoed in and those
trees have passed the others and have
made a more satisfactory growth. By
thorough cultivation I don't mean two
or three plowing.? during the season.
The ground must ho kept clean and in
a loose, line condition all the season.
IT I! rains every week the crust must
be broken after the rains. Sometimes
in a very dry season the thing to do
is to cultivate every other day in order
to retain the moisture.
If the ground
heroines packed after a rain and It
rrops win iiKoiy

to CO hours after they hatch, except
a little line grit.
The first thins
give them Is a very little lino grit.
The first feed I give them 1b rolled
oats, and I have had very good success feeding them nothing else for the
first two weeks, with an occasional
llgnt feed of line meat scraps, not
more than twice a week and not this
A
o.'ten if they have free range.
great many people have good success villi chicks feeding bread crumbs,
prefer rolled oats.
but
hoggishCh ckens are omnivorous
ly so.
They don't know when they
have enough; so it is for the keeper
to use biains for them and decide the
matter. In a wild state they are not
troubled with indigestion. In the domesticated .state they would not need
a charcoal corrective if they were fed
properly. Wo are responsible for most
of the troubles c. lichens are heir to.
Some people begin when they are
hatched to stuff them with sour,
slushy musses, and because they arc
greedy for it we give them all they
can hold. I t is little wonder they are
crop bound, have bowel trouble, get
the cholera and quit.
Some people
compel their older chickens to go with
out teeth, and they, too, have dyspep
sia and refuse to lav eggs. The feed
may bo ever so good, but if frit is
withheld they cannot digest and assim
Hate the food.
It Is a debatable question whether
or not chickens should be fed mashes.
Poultrymen have success boh ways.
But if seems to me that the person
who is not skilled in poultry-raisinwould he on the safer .ido if ho used
the dry feed method. Poultry men do
not allow the chicks to overeat the
mashes, nor do they allow them to eat
Kvory thing is
sour, spoiled mash"s.
kept sweet and ok an. They are there
to feed more frequently and feed bss
at a time than the farmer is apt to
do. Watch an old hen that aas hatched a brood out under the bushes. She
does not give them ideal care, but she
doer, give them a diet that agrees with
them. She scratches out a bug. picks
up a seed, walks about considerable
for the little she docs get and then
each chick only gets a fraction of it
all. You wonder as the days go by
where they got water. You are lamll-lawith seeing hand raised chicks ill!
up on drink until their crops looked
like bladders.
Your chicks get sick
and die. Hers do not. They thrive
and grow. They are lean but lively
atjd full of vigor. It is a worm here
a bug there, a bit of gravel, a blade
of grass, a scrap of fruit, an endless
vnrletv hut in vo,-limited mirmiiiv
and never mixed with drinks.
No doubt more failures result from
overfeeding than any other one cause.
The laying hen or the growing chick
needs plenty of exercise, no mashes,
no sour feed, nothing but a good protola ration. .J. 0. CJrady, Iowa County,
la., In Farmers' Review.
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are enabled to

Pulverized they
withstand tin- (in. tub hotter
would
far rather have a smaller acreage well
ta'rcu care of and well cul'ivatei! than
a large acreage half taken care of,
and in the end tho returns would bo
linger.
If experimenting
Is
desired, take
some peaeli trees and cultivate a part
of them two or three times and cultivate tho other "art so as to keep the
ground around and between the trees
dean and loose, then In the fall of tho
year notice the diltoreneo tn tho
growth of the trees and ar. object
lesson will bo learned that will not be
forgotten.
can nut ral-- e apples
by planting tho trees and
then putting the ground down to grass
after a few years' cultivation. A few
tiuuiwi in mis manner on. m..
..I.w.l li.x.n
uij.iiu- uny appies ni
...v.u ..nw... I..
im.iuu
for market, while those well cultivated
nil the timo have produced paying
crops. Thorough cultivation and judi- clous fertilizing are the only roads to
successful
that
know
of. If there ore any short cuts tkey
are unknown to me. if tl.o trees aro
in a healthy, thrifty condition wheu
I

-

Trap Nests.
is a good thing
experiment
in
station
the
and
poultry farm when-Ion tho large
Is desired to keep track
of what
On tho ordinary
cacti hen Is doin,.
farm, however, the trap nest Is of no
value, for the reason that, after she
has laid, some one must be at hand
to release the fowl and record her
number. If the f urine wishes to keop
an individual record of his poultry he
will have to work up some oilier plan
rather than that of tho trap nost.
The

"""'
c"1

trap nest

t

The boy who swaggers about and
say he Isn't afraid of anything is
usually the first to run front roaJ
danger.

I

N'-u-

-

I

Years of Work for Nothing.
This being the time or year when
canvass for tho sale of fruit
trees. I would like to say a few words
'n regard to tho selecting nnd buying
think it best to buy of
of the same.
your home nursery, because then you
got the trees freshly dug, and they aro
more likely to thrive and grow. When
mean In your
say home nursery
own' county or state. The man that
sells to a man living near him is not
the variety
so likely to misrepresent
wanted. and this Is what every farmer
I
and fruit grower should beware of.
have trees In my orchard that are six
or seven years old and have never
know by tho looks
borne anything.
of the trees that they are not what I
purchased them for. I have had my
expense of care and work for nothing.
I advise Hot to buy many trees of new
varieties. They may be good and may
not be. Hay mostly old standard varieties that will bear and do well lti
your part of the state. Select those
that you know the name of, and when
they begin to fruit you will not have
to hunt around to find what the fruit
is. A man near mo some four years
ago put cut an orchard on the installment plan and he is not satisfied. His
fruit turns out not to lie what ho
bought, and of some of It he has
never been able to discover the name.
A. T. Kvntis, Knox Co., 111.

Man Stuck to Letter
of the Deed.
There aro some literal minded persons who are never satisfied with the
spirit of the law. but who consider It
necessary to enter into compromises
with tho letter. Of such was an old
citizen of llopklntoti, X. H., a good
many years ago. and his juggling with
Ills conscience is recorded by Mr. Lord
in the records of the town.
The old man used to boast that he
never went back on his exact word,
in going
but had no compunction
round It. Once he wished to buy a
certain tract of land, and when the
owner named the juice he exclaimed:
"I won't give It! I toll you I will
never give it!"
The owner did not yield, nevertheless. A few days afterward the old
Ho said nothing
man called again.
about the land, but stepped Into the
owner's barn and picked up a fiall.
"What's that?" he asked.
"That? Oh. that's a Hail."
"So you call that a flail, do you'
Well, what would you take for It?"
The owner named a very small sum
"Now, I'll tell you what I'll
the old man. ' I'll give you
the price you mentioned for your land
and this Hall. And you musn't forget
the Hall. It must bo included in the
deed."
So tho legal instrument was duly
made out. signed and delivered, recording tho purchase of a certain
tract of land situated thus and so.
and bounded as follows, and also a
certain Hail. Youth's Companion.

j

Feeding the Dairy Cow.
There are two common mistakes
made in feeding cows; first, not feeding liberally enough; .second, feeding
It
a ration not properly balanced.
has boon found by experiments
(JO per cent of what a cow can
eat is necessary to merely maintain
her without producing any milk or
gaining In weight. This being true, it
is evident that it is not economy to
feed only a little more than this CO
per cent needed to keep up the cow's

mystic fuutituins nie.

For the law of righteous living, for the
love thai shall not die.
While the soul has aspirations to be glor- filed on high 7

What

Is truth that In the
distance It
should blaze with holy light,
Beat In;,' Intel; tin.' hosts of darkness In tho
wi old's enfolding night.
Making man a nobler creature, giving
states a wiser aim.
Hiving
lttue. knowledge, valor, each u
bright, immortal name'.'
I.o, the world Is ever changing, and tho
new Is ever old.
And who tighis with human progress In a
warrior overbold;

body.

Below aro given balanced rations
that will furnish tho materials necessary to produce milk In about tho tight
proportions. By the term "rations" is
meant the feed for twenty-fou- r
hours.
If a cow will not give a good ilow of
milk in the early part of the milking
period, when fed a liberal amount of
one of these rations, it indicates that
she is not aditpted by nature to bo a
dairy animal and she should be disposed of. The amounts given are
considered about right for a cow giving from twenty to twenty-livpounds
of milk per day. For heavy milkers
these rations are to he increased and
reduced for lighter milkers. In making up these rations it is designed that
the cow be given practically all of
the roughness she will eat and then
suilloiont grain is added to furnish the
necessary amount of digestible material.
1. Clover hay, 20 pounds;
bran, 5
pounds; corn,
to S pounds.
2. Clover bay, 20 pounds; oats, 4 to
3 pounds; corn,
to 8 pounds.
:i. Clover hay, 20 pounds; corn and
cob meal, 8 to 10 pounds; gluten or
cottonseed meal, 2 pounds.
1.
Alfalfa or cowpea hay, 1f to 20
pounds; corn, !i to 12 pounds.
G. Alfalfa or cowpea hay, 10
pounds;
corn stover, 10 pounds; corn, 8 to 10
pounds, and bran, 2 pounds.

And the truth Is what we make it Djr tha
light of thai erciit love
Which forever lifts the planet toward
tile singing stais above.
Truth is simple as the sermons nature
tells ns on our way,
(,'entle us the thought of brothers who

weie parted yesterday;

It la plain as honest faces that betokei.
hearts so kind.
They an- - hands unto tho weary, seeing
eyes unto the blind;

e

It Is beautiful as mottling when the world
awakes to Joy.
And life's golden exner-tallonthrill thn
easel- lieai t of bo ;
It Is lasting as the cliff rook that forever
.

floats the
Lasting us the
wash

Is ever what we make It In thn
light of love and peace,
licit) i""1 hope until tli- lolling who would
gle die uutil -Increase!
New Vork Ptoss.

H. Kcltols,
Mo. Agl.

Prof, of Dairy Husbandry,
College.

Salt for Stock.
Common salt is essential to nearly
all
domestic
animals,
It
and
should be
given to them
IT animals aro
allowed free
access to salt tbev
mi,. ...i.. v..
.U"
'
ture requires;
lo animals not nocustomed to salt U must be supplied
very gradually or thoy will 'oat too
much at first and tiro likely to bo
overtaken with Indigestion or over
death. Sheep are sometimes poisoned
by eating too much suit when thev
are not ac nntumed to It ' Prof
'
son 5. Mayu.

waters that shall

oe-a-

cliff lock fiee;

Truth

(

lll

I In-

And although It wrings emotion from tho
life that sufi'eis long.
Though it gilds the loins of labor for the
battle tieu-- and strong;

(5

,t

Truth.

Is truth that through tho ages man
should rlllu earth and star
Seeking ever in tin unknown where Its

What

tluV-abo-

C

QUIBBLE.

New Hampshire

1

I

HIS

WITH
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Unreasonable.
Irving fl. V.'adsworth of Congregational Home Missionary Society of
New York was describing professional beggars and their ways;
"There was a beggar with a wooden leg," he said, "who for many years
pMod
Mattery.
his trade mar tho
'I ho old follow is dead now.
He left
a good hank balance behind him.
"They say of this very successful
b ggar that one afternoon a delivery
man seeing him unbuckling bis wooden leg in the cheap lodging house
where both livod said in a reproachful tone;
"'Wot, Hill, knocain' off work already?
It i,s only 2 o'clock. "
"Tho beggar continued the
of hia ligneous limb.
"'No. ye dolt;
ain't knoekiir off;
I'm only changln',' he Hiiid. 'Vu can't
expect mo to beg all day on tho aamu
leg, can yoV "
I

CONTEST

Department

NOTICE

TUCUMCAKI

BUSINESS

PEOPLE

of (he

Interior, United Stivtes
Lund Office

Clayton,

A

WR.KCTOKY

01'

NKWS aiivi--

Ticrn

W, T, NICHOLSON

c

Ni'.w Mkxico.
March 27, njofi

Wftlch the Ads III this Ps ni.r t'lnrv
Week, Thcv Will Help You When
A Riifliciont enntofit allidavit having
been
You (Jo To Iluy.
filed in this oliice by Samuel P. Riley,
Street
Jones,
contestant, against Homestead I'jitry No.
O. K. Meat Market.
.ISO:,, made February it, ioo., lor Sl U,
Co.
Suction 26, Township 10 North, Range jo
Lumber and Building Material.
linst, by John T. Croy, contostco, in which
M. C. Medium,
it is alleged thai the said John T. Croy
Lawyer.
has wholly abandoned said tract; that ho
lias changed his residence therefrom for
C. C. Davidson,
Lawyer.
mori! than six months last past; that said
tract is not sullied upon and cultivated by
W. J. Ilittson,
said parly as required by law, and that
Lawyur.
said alleged absence from the said land
Mattuson ic Matteson,
was not il in' l (i his 0 tn p o y Lawyers,
ment in the Army Navy, or Marine
Two. I). Martinez,
Corps ol ttie United btates as a private
County Surveyor.
soldier, ollicer, seaman, or marin'-- , during
M. I
Herring, M. D.,
the war with Spain or during any other
Physician and Surgeon.
war in which the United States may be
Miss Lillian Pruett,
engaged.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Now, therefore, said parties are hereby
M. II. Koch,
notified to appear, respond and oiler evi
Funeral Director anil limbalmer.
dence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock

General

H0RS1H SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
Main Street

190G.

S-A-

O

,

A. F.

havo 10.000 pounds of cane seed for
sale at Si. 50 per hundred, at my ranch 3
miles north of Tucumcari.
J am us Hakvuv,
Dairyman.
npr 7 5 t
I

,r.

nnK nf nnientod land 3 miles
K'nsn on the Pecos river.
For narticulars call on M. Mctjuaid - Tu
- t
"
cumcan, N. M.

r,nin

RUMMliR

STAMPS and seals,
by Kills Pros., Kl
at this oliice.

Paso,

Innry

&

Co,
Lobby Saloon.

Next

Door

Hardware

to Simpson's

NfW RACKET STORE GOODS
RIGHT PRICES.

Insurance and Real ICstale.

J. A.

Street,

Grivnik-wiv- re

A.

Jowell

&

company

Prop.

R. P. DONOHOO, Mtfr.

Top Notch Store
CANDY
Base Ball Supplies.

(ft

fan.

McCargar

Prnp

Winter Trips

Colorado

1S1

Coal Dealer.

Rankin,
Marnes
Furniture anil Undertakers
S. C. Campbell,
News Stand and Confectionery.
Miss Fm.na Jahns,
Millinery.
Coney Island Mar and Cafe.
White Elephant Saloon.

Tucumcari Water, Ice

Power ('

Whitmoru k Co,
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Clint Rutherford
Saddles and Harness.
Stock Exchange Saloon.
Monarch Saloon.

Cheaply made because ol the ''winter tourist"
in effect.
Tin.' Rocky Mountain region offers:
Dry, clear climate.
Plenty of sunshine.
A tonic atmosphere.
A "snap" in the air that makes you want to he
''up anil doing."
beautiful mountain scenery.
The Rock Island is the road to take to Colorado
lands you directly in Denver or Colorado Springs,
as desired.
Some pronounced advantages in our train service,
also,
Let me inform you.

rates now

Tucumcari Laundry.
J

,

Quccnswivrc. Glsvsswar-and Tinwivrc Hosiery,
Handkerchiefs and Notions

Oysters and Fish in season
T. S. McDER.MOTT.

T)

S. C. Pandolfo,

The Plaza Hotel.

The Racket Store

Dining HaJl autid LuncK Counter.

First National Hank.
Tucumcari Pharmacy.

iV

F'OR SALI- i- too acres of patented
lane ten miles southeast of Santa Rosa,

Open day and night..

Tucumcari Telephone Kxchangu.

I

G. Russell,
Physician and Surgeon

Pioneer Drug Store,

Drugs and Medicine

The Racket Store.
The K. C. Mar.
The Phoenix Unrbor Shop.

H
Q

ROCK ISLAND EATING HOUSE

A. M.

Livery, Sale and Food Stable.

For Sa.le

-Y

(iET ANY THING TO EAT AT JUTS RESTAU- RANT IF YOU HAVE THE PRICE.
MAIN STREET

T. W. Heman,
Real Fstate and Insurance.

Tucumcari Townsite & Investmcat Co.
Legal Tender Saloon.

M.

YOU CAN

Knights of Pythias.

Street it Maker,

Clayton,
New Mexico.

13.

Tucumcari P.

Tucumcari, N.

l.777777777777777777T?yyy77777y7777777777777777777777

a. m. on May to, kjoG, ticforo N. V.Gallo- N. V. Gallegos,
U. S. Court Commissioner.
gos, United States Court Commissioner, at
his oliice in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
Tucumcari Hoot Shoe Shop.
that final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
Co,
Cross, Kelly
1900, before the Register
a. in. on May
General merchandise, wholesale and retail.
and Receiver at the United States land
w T. Nicholson,
olHce in Clayton, N. M.
Hlacksmith and Horseshoeing.
The said contestant having, in a proper
allidavit, filed Marcli 27, kjoG, set forth
Jim's Restaurant.
facts which show that after due diligence
Rock Island Fating House.
personal service of this notice can not be
Top Notch Store,
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
Conlectionery and Groceries.
thai such notice be given by due and prop
apr? fit
Pioneer Makery.
er publication.
linwAKD W. Fox, Register.
Win. Troup,
Coal Dealer and Transfer.
The Maby Incubators, one of the most
marvelous inventions of the age, will be on
Legal Tender Barber Shop.
A trained nurse travels
exhibition here.
I'owler Mottling Co,
with this well worthy exhibition and we
Heer, Coal and Ice.
advisu the young and the old not to forget
The M. U. Goldenberg Co,
to visit the Haby Incubators.
General merchandise, wholesale and retail.
To Whom It Mtvy Concern.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned did on the 1st day of February inofi,
in precihet No. 1, County of Cjuay, Territory of New Mexico, take up one bay horse,
Holding, 3 years old, branded TJ F, the TF
being connected, on the left thigh, a n d
that the owner thereof will forfeit said
horse unless he shall prove ownership
thereof and pay all legal charges thereon
within seven months from this date. Feb

BlacKsmithing and Wood Work.

.

H.

Hargis, Agt.
Tucumcari, N. H.

r
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LACE

TRUMPET

SCARF AS EAR

Elderly Lady Hns Discovered It Acts
as Sounding Board.
With advancing years a dear oh
lady has found that her hearing has
become somewhat affected. She
found it necessary to use an cni
trumpet as yet, but it is dltlleiilt a
times to catch nil that friends say.
Anything said in an undertone is com
pletely lost to her that. Is, it was until she hit upon a novel idea.
While visiting a friend recently thr
hostess had pitched her voice almost
to the straining point and her vocal
organs worn get tine; tired, when "Aunt
Sis." as she Is affectionately termed,
interrupted her by saying: "Please,
dearie, hand me my lace head scarf."
"Ho you feel a draught?" anxious!;
Inquired the hostess, handing over the
mantilla.
"X'tt the slights:!." said "Aunt Sis"
as be adjusted the head covering.
"Then why do yon wear it? It will
ninhe your bend tender."
"01), I think not. You see. the scarf
acts as a sort of Rounding board. It
Keeps out all other sounds except
those of the human voice. When I
went this I can hear even a whisper.
can't explain why it Is. but it Is so,
I have had
lots of fun
nevertheless.
r
over It. too. My boy.-- have been
advantage of my lnllrmity to whisper lo each other. I didn't hear them
before I began to wear this scarf, but
now I know lots of their secrets ami
they don't know it. It's a good joke
on them."
has-no- t

Balloon and Automobile Project.
Walter Well man. who Is to make an
other dash toward the pole. this time in
a dirigible balloon with automobile
.sledges and a metallic boat aboard fm
use in the event of accidents or unto
ward weather, arrived here from
says a New York dls
France
patch. H has come o arrange fm
the construction of his nutomobil.
sledges and agree upon the selection et
five men who are to accompany him on
the expedition, one of whom is to ne
appointed by the weather bureau in
Washington.
"You must understand." said Mr.
Wellman. "that our dirigible balloon Is
to be no toy. It is ten times larger
ami
than the largest
bigger than the I.ebnudy ship, which
has just been ordered by the French
government."
Santos-Diimon-

Thorn

J

th.--

Spalding's

Her Tribute to Spring.
It was one of those ;ecent hnlm
afternoons when the weather was
limiting history for itself by setting
npring fairlv down in the lap of winter, says the New York Press. Down
Fifth avenue she came, a walking m
blem of mourning from the llutterlm;
folds of her crepe veil to the tips of
her dull black tiboes. Put when six
came to a muddy croshSn;; and lifted
up her black skirt to keep it from lie
int; soiled a woman acquaintance bur
rying along to overtake the mourner
was horritled to catch something more
than a glimpse of a pair of tinkles clad
in graKR green silk stockings.
"Oh, .lesie." she whispered, as she
caught up with the woman in black,
"have you anv idea of what you've
come out in? You've got green stock
ings on."
"I know it," cooeil
the offender.
"You soo it was such a lovely day that
I simply had to put something
on that
suggested the springtime,
liesides,
they only show at the crossings."
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Our Ixmh of Imrclen, tin- horse and the ox, known for their strength,
get their food from the vcgciaDie mngaom.
-
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thought he
m an
Pennsylvania
A
wanted to die. so long as he supposed
what he was swallowing was poison,
but when he found he was drinking
musllngc by mistake he suddenly de
cided he would stick it out.
fill I iiyie is

BEASTS OF BURDEN

by Mail, to rvfUi Vu.

Base Call Guide for I90&.
t
iKirltv consulted oil all illKputnl point. 'nnt..'i
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G. SPALDING & BROS.
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Spalding's Official

i made from the wheat, the most important ccrcnl that Nature produces as food
for man. It is so scientifically and hygienic, ally prepared as to render it not alone
nourishing, but cleanly and acceptable to the most delicate stomach.
Docs not
Consumers should be on their
bind the bowels as do most breakfast foods.
fond
guard against
articles that arc made in a haphazard manner as they arc
likely to prove deleterious to health.
Palatable-Nutritio- us
Can bo served hot.
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Easy of Digestion
Put In a hot oven for a few minutes
.

.

For sato by
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New City for Egypt.
GunlUn. nil tlio Hod sea, litis proved
nn unsatisfactory port ami is to be
by it brand-nosuperseded
thai

which has been built up out of ciral
work and desert sa nd by the ICi;yptiitn
minorities. The rival is Port Hii'lnn,
the Litest addition to the cities of the)
British empire, and an enthusiast naxs
'hut It in destined to bo a place of
mnKnttndo and importance in the day
svhen cotton shall have made it 'n
The pl.uv
N'mv OrleatiH of the east.
Uob liltliei'to been culled .Mersa Sheikli
OSt)
miles .south of
It is about
UaruU.
a
Suez and is capnblo of holding
dcrsn vessels of moderate size. The
ontranco Is Ct0 foot across, ami the
land around in six foet above sea
lavol.
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Dr. Price, the famous food expert, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious
Flavoring Kxtructn, Ice Crum Supar and Jelly Desserts, tins never been compelled,
notwithstanding strenuous Food laws, to change any of his products. They have always
conformed to their requirements.
This i3 un absolute guarantee of their quality and purity.
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There is only One
yrup of Fi
The Genuine is Manufactured by the

California Pig Syrup Co,

full name of the company, California PIji Syrup OoM
The
tm printed on the front of every package of the genuine.

The Genuine- - Syrup of Figs- - is for Sale, in Original
Packages Only, by Reliable Druggists Everywhere
Knowing

the. above will enable one to avoid the fraudulent imitamade
by
piratical concerns and sometimes offered by unreliable
tions
dealers.
The imitations are known to act injuriously and should
therefore be declined.
Buy the genuine always if you wish to get its beneficial effects.
It cleanses the system gently yet effectually, dispels colds and headaches
when bilious or constipated, prevents fevers and acts best on the
kidneys, liver, stomach and bowels, when a laxative remedy is needed
by men, women or children. Many millions know of its beneficial
effects from actual use and of their own personal knowledge.
It is the
laxative remedy of the
Always buy the Genuin- e- Syrup of Figs
d.

MANUFACTURED

DY THB

(mm
Louisville, ify

In boiling milk to

.
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Springtime's Come Again.
O ratfluli In lc i lily.
WlK'ii ili iiinoii Im ,i du full!

and Ready to Eat

or cook

rTUCE FIFTY CENTS PER BOTTLE

To Be

Perfect

SPW
Bigg

Tiled Lands Best in All
Reasons.
I" !ls locality i.,.,. S ,,,
small
"r
laiul
Cl;n1t
!,or
that needs .irain-1'iand what .loos need it has been
pretty well tiled. Wo i,vo ()
about outlets, a.s almost every on,, can
nirnlsh his own otitlo'. Sometimes,
where a slough or ravine extends
through two farniH, an arrangement is
made by which the man owning the
upper section pays for a part or all of
tbe additional cost of putting larger
tllo through his neighbor's land than
would ho needed if not extending up
Into liis land. Various sizes of tile are
used for the mains, usually from five
to eight Inches, depending of course,
on length of drain and amount of water to he carried olT. There are no
obstacles to the perfect drainage of
land hero, and there is no doubt but
tbat great benefit would be derived
from putting in tile where it is now
thought not to bo really necessary.
The most common depth at which tile
is laid is from three to four feet. We
have three good tile factories in this
county, so that farmers have been
mostly able to get and haul the tile
right from the mills to the farms.
The question of drainage is no longer
an experiment, for it has been demonstrated over and over that our tiled
lands are our best lands and surest for
a crop either for a wet or dry season.
M. W. (Ireer. Schuyler Co, 111., i"
Farmers' Review,

PI
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The Young Cow.
The young ,.w jH an unknown quan-'No man living can tell the first
whether
(.mv is worlh Mulo ().
Some of the cows that have
such small quantities of milk
a'Ml butter fat that
their owners have
lought it wise to sell them have in
"'ter years developed into remarkable
u ilker.s.
This fact is not only known
Individual farm-r- s
but has been
demonstrated at our experiment
At (lie .Michigan station one
young cow that was a very small pro-icer of milk and butler-fat- ,
and had
inure of the beef form than the dairy
in
loiin.
subsequent
years greatly
Clanged her characteristics.
As she
grow older tho beef form largely disappeared, and her form took on the
wedge-shappeculiar to the dairy
She became a producer of milk
I'1 such
Immense quantities and of
Mich richness that she obtained a national reputation.
In the early days of the P.abcock
test, many farmers disposed of young
cows on the presumption that the test
tho first year bad shown about what
tho cows would do in subsequent
years. It was not long, however, before the professors of dairying and
dairy exports everywhere began to
ad vine the farmers against the practice. The young cow, if poorly fed
will develop hut slowly for not at all)
into a good cow.' If with her the old
practice is followed of giving her only
diy forage in winter and nothln?, but
GRAIN WEEVILS.
pasture grass in summer. It is doubtThe wheat bins of tl.e farmer pometimes contain grain weevils, which be- ful if she will develop her full capaccome very destructive where grain is ity for milk giving before she is seven
to be used for Hour malting of any or eight years of ago. If. however,
IcS.ul or for meal making.
Where such she Is fed a good ration and one in acinsects are numerous, about the only cordance with tho best scientific
way hey can be gotten rid of Is by methods, she will develop about her
This can full capacity by the time she is Tour
the use of
be purchased of tho druggist, or at or live years of age. It will take about
least the druggist can send to some throe years of milking to show what
wholesale house for it. It can he ap- she is worth In any case. Our advice
plied to the bins by inserting a piece concerning the young cow is to give
of gas pipe and allowing the chemical her a bountiful supply of feed, balto run to the bottom. Mo lamp should ancing up the concentrated foods with
be around when this is done, as this a largo quantity of rough feeds, such
as hay or silage, so that she will not
chemical is very explosive in the prosovereat.
There is no danger of an
ence of lire. Also, as soon as the
is inserted tho bin should be cov- - animal overeating if tho bulky foods
Danger
ered tightly, so that the fumes may are In sufllcient proportion.
penetrate every portion of tho stored only comes when she Is allowed to eat
grain rather than escape into the open a quantity of concentrated foods, or
when she is given an unlimited quanair.
tity of green alfalfa, which is excessively rich in nitrogen.
Plant Oats Early.
of all our grain
About
of
crop In this locality rons!st
The Feed of Cows.
We are not being troubled
oats.
changes of feed should be
Sudden
yet with the presence of rust to avoided, especially
if very marked, as
do
extent, and
any considerable
not know if farmers are taking any In changing from dry to green feed.
precautions against rust. Wo llnd it Special care is required when cows are
necessary, if we want a good oat crop, put on pasture In tho spring and when
to get on the ground as soon as pos- first turned on rye or clover. Only a
sible in the spring, as soon as the small quantity of green feed should be
ground will work fairly well. We gen- given at llrsl, tho amount being inerally find that about all the corn creased as from day to day the dry
needs is to bo disced and harrowed feed Is reduced. If care is not exort
twice. The oat straw is partly fed cised at such times, ho cow's system
and partly used for bedding. The is likely to become deranged and the
greatest obstacle here to tho produc- milk will then have a very disagreefoltion of large crops of oals seems to able odor, but if this method is
lowed tho system gradually becomes
bo poor soil, and I do not believe that
we will ever obtain very largo crops adjusted to tho now conditions and no
bad results follow.
until we improve the soil by fertilizWhen feeding turnips or cabbage,
ing. E. W. Crum, Stark County, III.
the dltlleulty Is frequently experienced
of having d'sagrcoablo odors in the
Agricultural Helps.
Good Tanning consists In getting the nilik. This dllliculty may be largely, if
most out of our fields, with the least not entirely avoided by feeding after
of fertilizing elements, milking rather than just before, us the
expenditure
peeullnr odor produced by these feeds
and then In putting baok everything
will then leave the cow's system bewhich will build up soil.
fore ho next milking time.
A pasture properly bandied a rue of
W. .J. I'raBor.
tho most profitable parts of (he .'arm.
University of Illinois.
Pastures need drainage as well as
the meadows.
For 30 cents you can buy a good
Hlue gra:s Is good for pasturage,
magnifying glass. Clot ono and uoo
but not suitable for
and other grass
it on your clover
Cloanllneus is effective In keeping seeds. Yon will sen many wondorfnl
I thingsbesides clover seeds
the fowls in heulth.
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The Horse's Dental Battery.
Interesting to study evolution
relating to the masticating apparatus
of the horse, which someone has aptly
termed his "dental battery."
Tho
prehistoric or "dawn" horse was a
little,
spotted
anhnai
not over eleven inches high and with
such
teeth that they
wore out in eight or ten years, so
tbat ho succumbed from Inability to
chow food. This little horse had live
toes and was littlo like our modem
representative of the equine race, but
gradually, through a few million of
years, it is supposed, changed In type.
Trace has been found of him grown
to fourteen Inches In
height, th"n
eighteen Inches, or about as big as
sboep and later to forty Inches, or
tho average height of a Shetland pony.
There are several different typos,
too, and tho teeih in each were gradually increasing in length and size :
crown and reducing in number, for the
prehistoric horse hid seven molars on
each side above and below, while the
modern horse has but six, in each jaw.
As the four superfluous toes became
extinct, so to speak, the middle toe
or digit enlarged and strengthened,
and was fitted with a foot, making It
Hie most perfect standing, walking
and running weight-carrieextant. All
tho while, too. tho mouth was loncth- ening and tho molar teeth Increasing
in width and length, so that In tho
modern horse at least wo find a set
of molars so strongnnd long that they
can wen withstand
twenty-fivto
thirty years of masticating.
Tho composition of those molar
teeth is marvelously perfect for the
purposes which they fuinil. They are
made of throe materials of different
densities, and as the wear of each Is
necessarily different tho hearing surface of each tooth is consequently
kept rough, so that it may grind well,
as does the burr stone of a crlst mill.
The three constituent substances of a
tootn nro Dentine, which is composed
of 70 per cent earthy material and 24
per cent animal matter; Enamel, 95
per cent earthy matter and 5 per cent
animal matter; Cement, 07 per cent
earthy matter and 33 per cent animal
matter.
The enamel is present in
Irregulnr curves and cylinders and
fiom one end of the tooth to the
other and between these layers Is tho
dentine and the cement.
The enamel at all times projectB
ahovo tho other substances of the
tooth and gives the necessary roughness for food grinding. In the young
colt the molnr teeth (permnnent) are
so long that their roots are close up
to the eye in the skull, but ns the
animal ages tho crowns gradually
wear down and the necessary surfaco
for mastication is supplied by gradual
descent of the molar. Tho tooth does
not grow, as some erroneously think,
but It comes down In Its socket so
that the root Is constantly becoming
nearer and nearer to the gums, and is
quite short by the time the horse is
thirty years old.
The milk teeth are small, while an
smooth. The permanent teeth (incis
ors or nippers) are large, broad, yel
lowlsh in coror and have deep, brownish yellow marks down their front surfaces. On the grinding surface of the
upper and lower Incisors mere aro
cups surrounded by
rims.
These are the "marks' by which ono
can closely approximate tho horse's
age. When the full complement of
milk teeth Is present tho first chnnge
Is the substitution of two permnnent
incisors above and below in tho center. This happens at from two years
and nine months to three years; at
throe and a half to four years the
lateral or second pair or Incisors come
In, and at four and a half to five years
tho corner or third pair of incisors
appuar Mid along
with them (In
males) the tushes or bridle teeth.
It Is
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short-crowne-
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Series of Lettera of the Great Nov.
elist Recently Found.
Tho Tribune,
tho latest arrival
among
londan dally newspapers,
published for the first time a shot'
series or letters by Chnrles Dickens,
lo which is rlgl'My ascribed remarkable value. They reveal light on an
episode to which there had formerly
beer- no clew.
It Is known
that,
though Dickens' own married life concealed no serious trouble, yet It was
not an affair or high romance. Those
let ers show that while still bound in
matrimony's bonds ho was still capable or a deep and disinterested passion.
The young girl who was the object
or Dickens' sentiment he Introduced
to an intimate friend, with tho result that the friend and the girl married. Tho letters written to his friend
Indicate Dickens' feeling, which was
none the less strong ror being elevated under control.
"f swear." ho writes or a letter
his friend's similar wooers'
mission, "that when
opened and
read your letter this morning. I felt
the blood go from my face to I don't
know where, and my lips turn white."
Tho Tribune remarks that one or
this group of three is still living.
Though the publication
o'f familiar
names might add interest to the story
or the letters, a reticent
anonymity
seems to bo indicated.
No letters
could better bear to be judged on
their own inherent merits.
Though
they deal with an attachment of a
second and third person, they themselves aro almost in tho nature of
love letters, the tenderness of which
touch a tone of exhilaration.
Penseroso.
.Soulless is all humanity to mo
My keenest longing Is to ho
Alone, alone with Uod's gray earth thai
Seems
I'ulso or my pulse anil consort of mv

dreams.

my soul desires no fellowship.
crave I hut to slip
splice on spaeo. till Mesh no mot
cnu liiml.
Ami I may i"lt for aye my followklnd.
Or

fellow-bein-

'lino

Let mo hut feel athwart my cheek tho
lash
()t W'(lisi'llK wlm1, mit ,"'ar t!,c tuti cut
Ailown the mountain stoop, 'twere moio
my choice
Than 'jH'b 1,f human hand, than human
w,im,or " ,ho s,lort "Muni-InIts darkness till my soul Is filled
'I ho lire.-- thiiiK of the suit sea on ,nv
hair
My oiitnti itched
hands
Inn uina iln
empty air.
I.et me l.m feel the pulse oi Nature's som
' roll'" "
!'t'"f) !"Ul ,m""ltJ1!l
O'er iihjht and me; sands whiil: witid
lioat;
F,)l C:teifehn,y lilltl' '"'S " ulu;""
oouii- LC.
I'i'Ullne Johnson. "The White Wampum.
LCt

"sml'--

king

Time Limit Expired.
was praising the late
Marshall Field.
".Mr. Field was a kindly man," he
said. "He spoke ill of no one. Anil
when his opinion was asked of n ,..
inn and 't was not a favorable opinion he vould express it in such a
jontlo and quaint way that its stinj,
wou4d be quite lost.
"Once at a dinner I praised the
lonversatlonal talent of a man across
he table.
said to .Mr. Field:
" "Do you know him 7'
"'I h.tve met him.' the other an-- .
we red.
'"Well, ho is a clever chap," said
'Ho
an talk brilliantly for an
hour at a stretch.'
"'Then, when I met him,' said Mr.
Field. 'It must, hnvo been the begin,
ulng of the second hour.' "
A Chlcagoan

Scotland Yard.
Scotland Yard, widely known as tho
headquarters oi' the London police, is
a historical
place, said to have boon
the site of a palace where kinds of
Scotland were received when tlioy
came to London. It Is near tho
ball, Whitehall.
Tho Scotch
kings retained possession or It from
!ifi!)
till the rebellion of William of
Milton, Sir Christopher
Scotland.
Wron and other notables lived In Soot
land Yard.
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The First National Bank
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Teams and drivers

U all points in the mini try,
fiirnislii'd on short notice.

HAY AND GRAIN.

M.

N

April 5, 1900.
A sufficient contest nllidavit having been
filed in this oilier by W. ) Richardson nl
Tutainu ari,
New
Mexin, contestant,
mailu
against Homestead lintry N'r.
Aprils, 1903, for SE.. Section ri, Town-sli- p
9 North, Range 30 East, by Robert
J. Hri'ns, contcstoe, in which it is alleged
tint the said Robert J. Bnggs las wholly
abandoned said tract, that
changed
his residence therefrom lor more than six
months last past; that said tract is not
settled upon and cultivated by said party
as required by law, and tliat said alleged
absence from the said land was not due to
his employment in the Army, Navy or
Marine Corps ol the United States as a
private soldier, officer, seaman or marine,
during the war with Spain, or during any
other war in whirh the United States may
be engaged.
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear respond and oiler evidence touching said allegation at to o'clock
: a. m. on June 7, 1000. before N. V Gal- legos, U. S. Court Commissioner,
at his
ollice in Tucuincati, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be had at 10 o'clock
a. in. on June
1900, before the Register and Receiver at the United States
Land Ollice in Clayton. New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
affidavit, filed April g, iyofi, set forth facts
which show that after duo diligence personal service of this notice ran not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and prop-

Main St.

Phone 42.

J:

The Tucumcari Pharmacy
This is
Dr. Tomlinson is an lixprru'Wi'd Pharmacist.
the peoples Driitf Store. Pure Wines and Liquors lor
cal use Onlv.
a

es

la casa

in lart
Medi-

donde Cumprnr las Medicinas.
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Season
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ClitvmbcrUin'i Salve

This salve is intended especially lor sore
nipples, burns, frost bites, chapped hands,
itching piles, chronic sore eyes, granulated
eye lids, old chronic sores and for diseases
of the skin, such as tetter, salt rheum, ring
worm, scald head, herpes, barber's itch,
It has met
scabbies or itch and eczema.
with unparrelleled success in the treatment
of these diseases.
Try it. For Sale by
all druggists.
Sick headache results from a durange-inen- t
of the stomach and is cured by
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
For sale by all druggists

Your Trade Solicited.
1905

Card

M. E. CHURCH. SOUTH.
Sunday
Sunday School
10 A M
A M
Preaching
Junior League 3 P M
Preaching 7 30 P M
1

Wednesday
Prayer Meeting

Transferable
n
person readiif thh card man nil hunt dan hi or liesia-fioline
.sample
oar
of
fine
bull inlo the Lohhn Saloon and
II iies. Liquors and Cifars.

HENRY & CO., Tucumcari, N.M.

30 P M

7

Friday
W
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Edwakd W. Fox, Register.
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Troup,

Drayman,

the

New Millinery.
Our Hals are the Newest
Styles.
See

Vs

Fashionable

for

Millinery.
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& BAKER
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Department ot the Interior, United
States Land Office
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MISS 'EMMA

GET

THIS

BEAUTIFUL
PICTURE FREE

JAIiNS.

COLORED

Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen Tints,
of iv Celebrated Painting
livery person who sends One Dollar to
pay for year's subscription to the TWICE-A-WEEREPUBLIC, ot St. Louis, Mo.,
and FARM PROGRESS, will receivu,
ABSOLUTELY FREE,

a

beautiful

col-

ored picture, 2. by 30 inches in dimensions, entitled "The Departure of the
Bride from the Home of Washington."
This picture is a direct reproduction from
e
the celebrated painting by Fens.
olors wore employed in the process
It is made on a line, heavy paper, and
will make, when trained and hung, a magnificent ornament for the Inme.
Aside
from its genuine artistic merits, it possesses an uncommon interest to every American, as the central figure in it is Georgo
Washington, standing at the portal of his
Virginia home, bidding .idioit to the bride
and bridegroom.
The color work is highly
ornate and correct in every detail, as are
the character representaions, costumes, etc
TWICE-A-WEKREPUBLIC is
family
oldest and best semi-weekpaper in the country, ami FARM PROGRESS, which is also published by the Refarm month- -'
public, is the fastest-growin- g
Remember, that you get
ly in America.
both these splendid journals an entire
year, and the beatiful big colored picture,
all for ONE DOLLAR.

The

the

Saturday
Present subscribers may take advantage
Choir Rehearsal 7 30 P M
Pastor's residence one block south and of this offer, by sending a dollar and hav
year.
ing their time marked up
The
0110 block east ol Post Office.
Republic hereby gives notice that this
1'
Jo;-;- .
iKor.i'HTii,
oiler may be withdrawn at any time, and
Pastor
those who wish the picture should sand in
BAPTIST CHURCH
subscriptions AT ONCE.
A M and
Preaching every Sunday at
or express money
Remit by
order, registered letter or bank draft. Do
7:30 P M
Sunday School at 10 A M
Write names
not send personal checks.
M
Junior Union jit 3
and addresses plainly, and address
Prayer Meeting Thursday at 7 30 P M
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
Choir practice Friday at 7:30 P M
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
Mi i.tom Rutin:,
Pastor
Notice to Taxpayers
I

e

I

This is S.

C.

Pancfolfo's

S. C. CAMPBELL,

CONFECTIONERY,
He is identified with

the town in many

ways.

Give Him Your Insurance,

Because

He Has the Best.

Tobacco, Cigars,

Soft Drinks, limits,
Books, Maynsjines, Notions,
Etc.
Tucumcari,

N. M.

TiiuitiToitv or Nuw Mi:xiro, )
' "
I
Coontv or ytiAV.
Notice is hereby given that I will bo at my
ollice on and after the first day of March,
190O, to receive tax renditions of the taxpayers of yuay County, New Mexico.
PlJDItO Ro.mhro,
County Assessor.
Notice to the Public
First Fational Bank has an do- posit Twenty Five Dollars to bo paid as a
roward for ovidonco that will convict auy
person or persons of sotting out n tiro on or
m 5
around Tucumcari Mountain.
TI10

1

1

VLEASIJVG

NEWS

'UK TUCUMCAHI

THE LITTLE

DEADLY

OJVES

"Have yon ever been to church?''
The true pastor regards the little
folk of his congregation as Important asked the pastor.
"I went last Sunday."
members of his Hock, and docs not ig"How did you like it?"
nore their small tastes and prefer"Pretty well, only you didn't sine,
ences. The two ministers quoted bemy hymn."
low are wise in their day and genera"And what Is your hymn, little one?"
tion, and will rea) a harvest of conhear
"'Jesus, tender Shepherd,
fidence as their tiny parishioners grow
me.' "
older.
"Well, little lass," said tho minister,
Not many Sundays ago a prominent
"you come next Sunday and wo will
New York- - clergyman preached an un- sing your hymn."
usually long discourse, and the chilThe next Sunday the large church
dren in the audience grew uneasy. At was full. The
little girl sat, eagerly
boy,
one
last
loud
In tones
small
who
waiting, close to her mother,
to
enoagh
be heard in his neighborlook, d doubtfully around.
hood, exclaimed with more force than
"You must not be disappointed, dear,
elegance, "Hush up!" His horrified
if your hymn isn't sung. There are so
mother, fearful lest the remark should many people here, perhaps
choir
ha.e reached the minister's ears, soon will not care to sing a child's the
hymn."
made occasion to apologize to the pas"Hut he promised, mamma," replied
tor.
the little girl, in entire confidence.
"My dear madam," said the clergy-Tho grownup folk who filled the
an, "I wish I had hoard the little felmany pews, and who knew nothing ol
low. It is time for me to stop when the little girl, may have smiled when
the children are so weary."
the choir softly sang, in place of tho
The pastor of a town church was morning anthem, "Hloss thy little
calling on one of his parishioners when Iamb
but the little girl her
Mie little
daughter came self was content. Youth's
Mo the room.

ON

j
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TUCUMCAHI

MEXICO.

However, .Mansfield may bo serious
about It. You remember that other
actor, Jim Jeffries, retired when he
said he would.
America sent TL'U.OOO.OOO cigarettes
to China last year. At this rate the
yellow peril will soon be on the other
foot, so to speak.

Trance's new president began life
as a blacksmith, but he did not commence to rise until he had stopped
using his hammer.
When you can tell yourself to forget your troubles as you tell your
neighbor to forget hers, you will have
made a great discovery.
Running down the populace in an
automobile appears to a much more
serious olfense in Italy than in some
places you migljt mention.
A New York contemporary
writes
several stiekfuls about Gotham man
tiers. The chapter on snakes in
required but half a line.

YL Ay TIME

Richard

that he

Mansfield's

is going to

announcement

retire

in 1000

is a

reminder that comparatively few people think more than a year ahead.
Connecticut woman died at the
uj of 10f, and there is still an older
woman in that slate. They got their
start before the age of food adulterants.
A

Many Russian liberals have no confidence in the douma. They fear that
the czar will l ave no difllculty in
making it turn handsprings aud loop

the

loop.

On-

OF DACHELO'R

undo nill's

SILL

t'piin

-

i

111

If Mansfield and Bernhardt do act
together in her theater in Paris, we'd

like to wager a small sum that the
best play of the engagement will be
"The Tempest."
The Medical Record has an interesting article on "The Modern Conception of Matter," but it doesn't help
the layman to find out what is the
matter with him.

awful

hits ,)' fun.

--

WR.

The ruling passion is strong in the
in the world, Mrs.
Walker of Philadelphia, who Is going
to live over a store. No bargains will
got away from her.

richest woman

Dueling is a groat thing. After a
man's wife is stolen, it must soothe
his feelings considerably to have a
few inches of steel run between his
ribs by the abductor.
The Japanese appear to be of the
opinion that, by taking thought, accompanying it with suitable diet, they
may be able In process of time to add
something to their stature.

amateur scientific sharp sug
jests that maybe the stars cause? the
earthquakes. This idea Is certainly
more plausible than the theory that
the earthquakes cause the stars.
An

If we had a grudge at a nervous
man wo should inveigle him to .some
f.pot whore ho had to see a woman
sit In a rocking chair, and rock, and
chew gum, while she did embroidery
work.

The courts at Dresden have awarded Mine. Schumann-Heintho fortune
of her late husband on the ground
that it was earned by her. There Is
nothing violent about that kind of
reasoning.
k

Pnt Crowe says his conscience was
all that restrained htm from stealing
510,000,000, and that would probably
not have restrained him such an awful lot If he had known where there
lying around

looae.

J.

bachelor:
W. I'oloy in ."i w Voile

Times.

WILSOJV'S GOOD THAyElK

Away back in the forties George
Hii. i;ett and Moses S. Wilson w re
classmates in college and were also
roommates,
in after life both bo-,nie eminent and highly respected
tf.embers of the medical profession.
Vaiiy thousand people in Maine and
i'l over New England will remember
r. George 12. Hrickett as surgeon in
( barge
of the Cony United States
; 'iieral
hospital at Augusta, Maine,
- iring tho civil war. Dr. Wilson prac-cod medicine in Lincoln, Malce, for
uward of fifty years.
Hoth Hrickett and Wilson were
of the "wideawake" class of
indents. YNIson, especially, was of
wild, rollicking nature, not in the
j.ist inelir.ed to "serious" thoughts.
revival of religion of more than
f'tial in1 crest, was in progress, and
mv.ny of the students were drawn Into
12.

was $10,000,000

turbances.

cast away
a desert Island w'ere his treasure
.bet b- hid.
An' wo aro only sailors un his name Is
Captain K'ldd.
An' w'on wo hear him eomin' he '1st roara
an' "on we mi.
't'uz lie has broomsticks for n sword an'
linkers for a mm.
An' alter w'llo he kills us nil but it don't
hurt, an' w'on
lie sails away in his big ship we come
to life again.
n ho play wild Indian nn hides
"ICn after w'llo our mother comes an' tnpa
An
himself soniowhoie.s
him on tli' head.
Wll o wo look In th' corners an' behind An' says it's tlm tor bents an' scouti
th' parlor chairs,
an' things to be In bed.
A u' pool;
in th' daik closets tin' p'tend An' bails us ohinnorn all upstairs an'
wo ro on a scorn
nuiybe If we koop
she'll lot th' candle burn until
Till after w'llo ho makes n hoop an en' l'.U;hl si
wo go to sloop.
comes rushln' out
'1st liko he's on tli warpath; an' us chln- - 'En after w'ile our uncle Hill cornea up to
say goodnight.
iit'in run upstairs
An' hido In mamma's clo.sot an' he makes An" seen how snug an' warm we ate an'
.ill tucked In so tight.
us think 'at bonis
An' 'on lie kisses us goodnight an' 'e
Ale criuiln" in to not us an" he growls '1st
Ills eyes '1st blur:
liko ho's one.
An' my' wc'ih turblo senrt an' yet It's I guess wo make him sorry 'at he Is a

'it

t

i

i.

the ortex.

Hut no one supposed that
Wilson could be affected or
in the slightest degree by
any religious movement.
Hrickett one evening strolled Into
the revival meeting, as much out of
cuiiosily its anything, and, to his great
surprise, saw Wilson there on his
km fs, in the midst of a very fi.rvent
prayer,
which greatly movec the
hearts of till his hearers.
After meeting was over HrlckoU and
Wilson went directly to their room.
s
Wilson'" sudden conversion
so
surprising that Hrickett, out of dell
cacy, refrained from mentioning the
Mother Now, Tommy, how often do
want mo to speuk to you about thut
Matter to his friend, and the subject vou
Tommy I
horrid whistle of yours?
was not mentioned by either until, ain't piirtlc'lar. ma; suit yourself.
just before getting ready to jump Into
There tire also sermons in bricks
bed. Wilson, with all the solemnly of when
y.
they are oiiiIiir: your
an elder, turned to his friend witli the
question: "Hrickett. didn't I muiv a
The crook is usually on mUohlef
bent.
ilaiib'tl good prayer."
Mose

i

Smoking is said to calm the nerves.
In other words the more a man fume
the less bo ft ets

WHy oHE WAS WAITING
J.awyer

Charles

practitioner

V. 12ddy, a
of the old school.

long enjoyed a reputation for dry
a
liuiMir and caustic sarcasm, say
Ho
In the Hoston Herald.
writ.-talks in a distinct, deliberate man
nor, with a deep bass voice, anil has
for personal and
.i high regard
dignity and is scrupulous in
hia observances of it.
who was
Cue day a gentleman
wont to intrude himself upon thr
caught up with him
tild gentleman
tu the .street. This gentleman had
w'.If) him a dog of the Irish setter
l)tcd. Tho youngsters about tho
streets hpd taken a fancy to the dog.
nt tholr commands to "set,"
and
I "cJiargo,"
otc, ho was prone to
Tho company of tho niau or
Im.

r

COLOMBIA

Meager reports of great damage and
loss of life caused by the tidal wave
were not received for two weeks after
it occurred owing to breaks In thu
cable, which parted In ten placet! be
low Huenaventura.
Mr. Hiuco asserts that reports were
exaggerated aud that Instead of tho
loss of L',000 or :s,000 lives, probably tho
total would be under BOO. Trumace,
he said, is a town of 'J, B00 people, all
but fifteen or twenty being of Spanish
extraction. It Is situated on a small
fiat Island and is so low that at high
tide tho sea is level with the Btreeta.
Without warning the first shock of
an earthquake was felt at !:4B o'clock
on the morning of January Hist. This
lastetl about two minutes and was followed at 10: ".'O o'clock by a second and
more severe shock, lasting ton minutes, accompanied by the tidal wave.
est limited by Mr. Hruce as being about
twenty feet high.
"It was low tide at the time," he
continued, "otherwise the whole town
would have been washed away. As It
was the wave simply poured Into the
street at no great depth, and continued on to the mainland, whero, because of the many little rivers and
bays and the low land, great loss of
life resulted. Only two deaths resulted
on the island of Qumaeo. Several persons were Injured by falling buildings."
Asked what sensation he experienced during the earthquake, Mr.
Hruce said: "None at all. It did not
bother me in tho least. After helping
several persons to places of safety I
continued my business its before.
"It was intensely hot, and to add to
tho discomfort rain began to fall and
days.
continued steadily for several
During this time few of tho inhabitants
occupied their houses, as tho shocks
continued at an average of one each
day for more than a week.
"While tho principal earthquake was
in progress walking was exceedingly
precarious, tho earth resembling tho
movement of a ship during a storm.
In many places the ground cracked,
and I notlceu one rift about fifteen
inches wide.
"From the fact that the shock and
the wave eamo at the same time we
got the impression (hat the island was
sinking out or sight. Many people
jumped into the water rather than sink
with the land.
"Qumaeo got the worst of the disturbance, being near the con: or of the
scope of the wave, which devastated
the shores of Colombia for a distance
of more thsn I!00 miles."

An' 'on ho is n pirate an' he makes u.
hinnorn plav
At wo arc In a shipwreck nn' th' crew I?

n bachelor,
an' It's nn
awful shame
In' knows
JtiiMfs about bonru an'
know 'fin all liy name.
I i lit
'
a H'ally one nn'
kiiiwN
makes ini think a bear
i
Is
tli' t:il.l'. !nit of course i.
Nn t there
An' w'i'i) In- - takes von on his knou ho
talks "ist like a linn;
An' aftfi
v'lli your eyes got lilt? nn"
you" to
to look
Won ho says: "N'on a hoar come out nn'
'ist wont
Meettz you almost think a hear Is really
after you.
-

COAST OF

Followed by Tidal Waves That Det
Mine Manager
stroyed Hundreds
Describes Disaster.
Authentic information of the tidal
wave and series of earthquakes that
swept the west coast of Colombia on
lanuary ill si and following days have
been obtained at New York from William 12. Hruce, it mining muuager who
was In Qttmaco at the time of the dis-

n

Ire-lau-

WEST

EARTHQUAKES

tho dog was therefore not desirrbJe
to Mr.

I2ddy.

The undesirable man with tho
dog having caught up with
the old gentleman, an effusive grafting was extended, but not so
responded to by Mr. Hdi'v,
who stood still ami. with his chin ?n
his hand, appealed to be lost ta
thought.
After a moment or two the
with the dog asked: "Aren't you
my way. Mr. Kddy?"
"Yes.
intend to go In that direction, sir."
"Well, what aro you waiting for,
Mr. I2ddy?"
"I am waiting, sir, for you and your
d
d dog to uot mi tho stroot."
onthua-iaslicall-

mt-j- i

r,o-lu-

I

y
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Chamberlain's!
Will Show in Tucumcari All Ncxl Week

The Lodges

immnrtWWw

Knights of Pythias
Tucumcari Lodge No 29, moots every
Visiting brethren
Wednesday evening

Six Days.

cordially

'l'ho famous Southern Carnival C 'f. will delight tho people n Tucuiurari and surrounding country with a week o( lun ami frolic. !' M Mtirrh. the: contracting
the hustling promoter, has been in the city lur
of the company, and Hun K.
In
ing the wouk making all necessary arrangements for their appearance lien;.
alter playing thr coast for the
sneaking f tM0 s'low Sfl'(' ,nBV wurt" on 'heir wav
The show this year is larger ami better
past four years with very successful results.
than over before. We have mir own train of twelve cars anil carry us people. Thr
shows aro nil of a high character ami the free acts thi best that money can procure.
Wo carry no cook lop, our people all stopping at hotels, restaurants and boarding
Wu wi.l use the streets and lots of the city.
houses.
Tho surrounding territory will be heavily billed, and big crowds of strangers
will unboubtodly be here throughout the week.
Thu Stadium is the feature show, but next to that ihe one of greatest iutornr.1 K
Divers
Cnpt. Louis Sorcho's Deep Sea or

invited
C C

Davidson,

li L IltlNTHK,

agi-n- t

A. F. &

of

K

C C
K

S

A.H.

Tucumcari Lodtfe

No. 27.

Meets every first and third Monday in
each month. Visiting brothers invited.

Cough Remedy
The Children's Favorite
ounEs
Coughs, Colds, Group and
Whooping Cough.

e

Thlsrnmoily In fnmnu fnr ltn cures ovnr
nlnruo lmrt nf tlm civilized world. It ciin
nlwayH fc doiicndcd upon.
It contnltiH no
opium or other harmful drti nnd mny lio
kIvcii ntt crmllili'iilly to n tmby fin to nil iidult

III

Price 25 cts; Largo Sizo, 60 eta.

Stock Sales.
have sonic tfood stock (or sale.
Sales will l)u conducted at my livery
barn in Tucumcari on the first and
second Mondays ol each month,
beginning with February 5th.
It
will pay parties wishing to buy
tfood stock to attend these sales.
1

I. A.

Street.

John Ii. Wiiitmoiib, W.
M. C. Mkciihm,

NOTICE

M

Sec.

OF PUBLICATION

In Tiik District Count
County of Quay,

i

)
Mknsok,
No. u..
vs
Sruaimo Mknsok J
The said defendent, Serapio Monsor, is
hereby notified that a suL in divorce has
been commenced against you in the District Court for the County of Quay, Territory of New Mexico, by said above named
plaintiff, Josita Mensor, alleging abandonthat unless you enment and
ter or cause to be entered your appearance
in said suit before the second day of June,
A D oo6, decree proconfesso therein will
be rendered against you.
Ciias. P. Downs,
Clerk
W. J. llittson, Tucumcari, New Mexico,
m i 5'
Attorney for Plaintiff.

Josita

Gross, Kelly

Co7

&

Popular Store News.
SHOES!

SHOES! SHOES!

The Brown Shoe Co.'s 5 Star 5 shoes all
this week will be on sale at the follow-in- g

prices:
Mens $4.00 White House shoes

at

.

.

.

.

Mens $4.00 White House shoes, low k4) Oft
CAPTA:N LOUIS SURCHO U.

S. Navy, now on
;wm. f,f C.11.1 on Louis Sorclm captain in tho
vi ...
..t ll.nl
l!l
goon
very
a
ukuii
serv.ee,
is
(or
li.rlougb, but subject to a can a. .1.., moment
,inin,nils.
intrepid hero who had charge of the recovery o. me ih....
Harbor
the destroying of the battleship "Maine" in Havana
of
c,
by n c
,c.,.
week
CaPt.
next
here
nested ex c as U
Carnival
the
During
.
ci
of
bottom
the
at
life
the
detail
in
.sea divers, will
full
gallon, o
in reality, using a huge glass lank containing over 5,000
telephone,
etc.
.,
l
.
.
uhts.
minrrh
complete diving armour won m. mi.
f
This exhibition undoubtodi) is col uie inuM will probably be patronized by
and
canvas
under
tin. mmi imtiriiriivi' one. nlacod
s stay in Tucumcari
thousands of people throughout the Carnival

...

The Stock Exchange has Pure White
If you uso a hat purchased at tho Top
OppoWhiskey SO proof Alcohol.
Corn
Notch, you are always good for a two bnsc
Whisof
All
Prands
stores.
big
tho
tf site
hit.
d
key bottled in bond.
WANTED Girls for dining room, lunch
ATTENTION- - To tho Citizens of Tu5x5 Pfl" uionth.
room and pantry work.
If you have- work in any line,
cumcari
Koch
with board and room furnished.
cleaning and putting down
enrpot
as
M-tsuch
Island Hating Uouso, Tucumcari, N.
same, windows cleaned, or any other kind
of work about tho place, you can leave
seeds
orders at tho Tucumcari News office or at
poa
fifty
aweol
One hundrod and
tho Legal Tender Harbor Shop.
purcuoso
and a coupon with ovory 50 cent
S. J. W.m.acu,
apr 7 ti
at tholPioncor Drug Store.

$L,y)

cut, at

Ladies $2.50 Slippers, four different Cl

7f

styles to select from, at
PII J
Ladies Usona and White House Slippers, shoes
that the Brown Shoe Co. advertise at $3.00
and $3.50, we sell this week for $2.20 and
$2.35.
$1.40
Childrens' Blue Ribbon shoes for
All Infants' shoes, 75c, and $1 this week go for
60c and 85c.
$1.15

Black Satin Shoes
Be sure to get your

year's supply

of

shoes this week.

CUROSS,

ICEJLJL

&

CO.

O, mnlden
O, maiden

fair, (ho world prows old.
fair. tlu - wliitln blow oohl

raco und It makes her to mourn. Como,
lot mo kiss a way that sad look."
"I hate you! I hato you! I uato
everybody!" she burst forth.
"Fanchette! Dear little Fanchette.
This Is serious. Tell Ponpon." Ho was
not jesting now.
Fanchette only shook her head and
winked the tears back. For a long
time the good hearted I'd lew who had
worked all the mischief regarded hor
In silence, then, unwilling to leavo
without a word said:
"You will save I'onpon a dauco tonight?"
I'ho girl shook hor head.
"Fanchette! Do not bo so

;

our hands to hold.
o. maiden. nlve miLet's never mind the weather!
may he gaunt ami bate,
The
hair.
lint warmth Is In your
And In vnur eyes - there's mischief then1!
Let's the and inUKh toBothet!
Let's live and laugh together, maid:
And wall; life's ways all unafinid;
Though cold the wind by wood and Rlado
No wlnti
clicumstances
betwixt us two:
fan brims a chill
Love makes all skies seem fair and blue.
red-pil- d

And blossoms nod begemmed with dew
Itcticalh love's ncciomanclcs!
O, maid, the snow dilfts hluh. von wis;
(), maid, I hear the north wind hiss;
O. maid, nlve me your lips to Ulna!
the weather
Lei's brighten
With love! the leaves that tsnst nlons
Shall we wee birds on wings of souk;
In rhvthm life shall slide along
Whilst we twain love together.
J.
I.ewK In Ui.uston Post.

"I'm I'm not going," sobbed poor
Fanchette.
"Not going? Not going to the heeg
party that the boss gives us. Why,
there will bo (lances, and games, and
Not going to the
party? Fanchette! Fanchette!
If you do not hold the water In your
mouth you can never get married."
i
j
ii
Hut the girl Touldn't smile rnd poor
Ponpon went away sad of heatt. ' But
she shall go," he said, and with the
aid of Fanchetto's mother he finally
persuaded hor to go tit the last minuto
e
she saw she would have to
tlve an excuse and she had none; only
(Copyright, 190G. by Daily Story Pnb. Co.)
that everybody hated her, whldi seem- Of course her appearance, and with
Tlic sloping vineyards along Ontario anil hurst Into a joyous song. A tall
Ponpon, set the busy tongues wagwore lightly veiled In the mists ot girl, with eyes like blackberries,
summer. In the air was that ing around a turn in the path behind ging; and her tall rival hit upon a
languorous warmth that steals into .'hem, heard it and saw, too, the whole merry plan that all the girls applauded. They would send poor timid
the veins and lulls the brain to dreams performance, and her heart leaped
into the great empty barn whero
reminiscence. The giant cataract ultantly.
"So, that it the way when Anlolne they had fixed up the Dig swing UKo n
could be heard faintly, a drowsy, ills- tant hum of monotony a sound that is not here! Oh, these demure little ghost swaying hack and forth lit tho
seemed to pervade everything and turtle doves!" and she turned back darkness, and when she screamed tnoy
would all have a good laugh. Hut Ponreach the bewildered bruin, strangely to wait for Antolnc.
When he came up Ponpon was hang- - pon got wind of it, and, aa ho was
associated with the heavy odor of
grapes, run ripe; the ncn ciusiura mg over nun, tasting an manner 01 tying the blindfold over her c?ss, whis- jibes at him.
hanging everywhere, so harmonized
"You
excellent taste, Antolnc.
with the amethystine haze in which
the whole scene was bathed, that the I swear her little ..bin Is as soft as
zo breast of le perdrix."
Ho burst
mind was some way dulled to externals. like a mullled drum, and, yield- - into a loud guffaw. "Here is La (Jrlg- Ing to the soothing enchantment of non" he lm! given the dark eyed girl
tills nickname because she was tall as
all about it, yet failed to distinguish
clearly between sound and smell and a maypole, and it had stuck becatro
she was pretty as one "she will tell
sight.
you; she saw Panchettc kiss me
It is only bv some such ppyenologl"Yes. and I think it is outrngeou
cal analysis, whether seientlh" or not,
that an explanation can be fnnd tor of her."
Ponpon was not prepared for this,
the startling fact that Fanchvtte. go
ing home from tho day's pici'.ng. al- as he had no idea anyone had seen
lowed Ponpon tho jester, tin: down, hint, and had called La Grignon Into
the great laughing roystering I'onpon, it only to tease Antolnc. So he quick- ly ran off to join anotnor group. But
to imprint upon her pretty, u lurned,
scarlet lips, a kiss, thinking i;ll the Antolnc was silent and his companion
y s s r
had no chance to poison hisi mind i
while it was Antolnc
rival.
against
her
A grour. of gay
And such a kiss!
Fanchette entered tho
young girls turned at the sout d, only
cottage
and kissed her mother with
to see the demure Fanchette, brushing
tho happiest of faces.
"Ah, my little Mignon, I r.ee you
have made up your quarrel of last
Wnight with Antolnc."
"Yes, mamma, he slipped up behind
me as I was walking home O. mam..... It to.io L'n cnn.l . I.I...
...... , ......
BUu
,nt0erab,Ci
Th, sience
was in the wrong last night and
havo
shall tell him so when he canes to pored, "Courage, Fanchette,
flxed a surprise for you
night."
But Anloine did not come.
The
The crowd gathered about tho low
next day ranclicttc noticed r. differ- er door, as the girl slowly mounted
encc In the way the girls trca.Cd her. the ladder. As Hho removed tho immi
She was continually finding l'crself age and saw tho grinning pumpkins
left out of the little groups that, work- - ami the great ghost she could not sup
cd and chatted merrily amors tho press a mu0 gasp in spite of Ponpon's
fragrant vines. Antolnc did m come "courage."
The silencu was intoler
near her all the morning, and when able and she thought she must scici;m
ho passed her later in the day, l joked
"Fanchette," exclaimed a voice
nwav.
"Antolnc!" She ran towtr.d tho
Day after day of the balmy Indian; ghost and threw herself Into Antoine's
summer passed away and Fune'iotto, arms
no longer in doubt of the world s in-- ,
After they had sat winging Miss
justice went about her work witl w sad fully together for sotr.o minutes, Fan
little heart. What had she done? One ohetto said, "Antolr.e, I was in tho
ol Mie younger girls had just made wrong when we e.iurroled; I forgive
an unkind remark about her llttlu yju for saying s .
It was easier 'o forgive than to ask
blue bodies with the red eyelet.! and
laces. Ot course It was different from forgiveness uv, much more satb'ac
the dresses of the Canadian glrh for i.i: ry.
"But, Far.ohctte." said Antolnc it.
she had brought it with her I'rom
Such a kiss!
Fratue, but they had all admired It at Tils most ,eiious tone, "It was ery
first. Poor Fanchette! She knew t:othv 'ong of you to kiss Ponpon."
to bo surf, but smiling in sereuc tin
' never thought of such
"1?
She could
consciousness of the fact that it was Ing of the world as yet
Vlng.
Who said I kissed Ponpon?"
l onpon who had slipped up behind her not understand.
"FiMichette!"
One day, late in October, she was
and tipped her chin back, as Antolnc
"Now Antolnc, I havo just forgiven
(.unotlmes did. when he was not too sitting on the stone wall, her eyes off
across tho valley and her thought? In y,u. Don't make mo angry again.
An old man uathorinK sticks
ver, never, never kissed
J'011
C.ascony, when Ponpon came up.i!sort himself at the sound, only lo
Ponpon, ami noiiiing win mane m
on her.
koo Pnnnnn's Inn uli i ti ir face disaimctir
"Poor Fanchette!" he said hauter- - W did, so there. Come on. I'm l.un
immnj tho bushes at the side of the
'
ol
'" I'lue.'
vv,(i, a little bird heard the sound ini'.lv. "she Is ze last of her Illustrious gi'l'- T'rf
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MANY

STRANGE THINGS 8TOLEN

Stovce, Cemeteries and Rift- era Among Them.
The theft of tho ashes of Columbus
was attempted In Chicago tiring the
world's fair," said Leioeq, the detec
tive.
"Thanks to a friend of mine
Stranger things
tho attempt failed.
have succeeded, though.
Tho theft of n lighted stove con
stituted my first ense. A man, hav
ing deserted his wife, returned home
half drunk and in the good woman's
absence put tho stove on a push cart
and started off with It. He had set
up, it seems, an establishment of his
own farther down the street.
"Two villlans once stole a Wiscon
sin cemetery.
First, they looted the
graves, selling the skeletons to
Then they stolo the tombstones, getting, naturally, a good
price for the granite and marble. The
place wasn't a cemetery by the time
tho theft was discovered.
It was
only a torn-ufield.
Men have stolen rivers often. To
irrigate their land they change a
si ream's course. They dig a chaiiHl
through tnelr own property and lite
river, leaving its natural bed, follows
It Is stolen
a stolen
this channel.
river nnd bitterly does such a theft
enrage tho man who suffers from it."
Lighted

J

aunt-omist-

GAVE THEM

BOTH

A

SURPRISE-.-

.

Ezra Simpson's Unlucky Fall and His
Wife's Narrow Escape.
Ezra Simpson while cleaning the
snow offen his bnck piazzn roof last
Tuesday morning lost his footing and
started to fall offen tho roof. Just
as he slid offen the edge his wifo
came outon the kitchen to empty tho
dishwater and let go of a whole dish-paMill of it just as Ezra struck tho
ground in front, of her. It was had
enough for Ezra to fall offon the roof,
hut what surprised him most was to
be hit right in the race with about
four gals of grcusy dishwater. But
he wasn't no more surprised than his
wife was. It made her tremble to,
think what would of been tho result.
if Ezra had fell right on top of her
and broke hor back like ns not. She
glvo Ezra a severe leckshuring and
told him to watch out where he fell
hereafter. As for Ezra he sprained
his ankle and jarred himself up a
n
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good deal Internally, but ho Is thankful he didn't fall on his wife "Blng-vlllBugle" Items in Boston Post.

e

Peculiar Hobby.
things collected

Of all tho curious

as hobbies, none could be more so
than that of a London fruit Importer,
who possesses more than 1,200 little
squares of variously-coloretissue paper In which oranges and lemons
packed, each one of which
bears a quaint Inscription or device.
Tho fruit wrappers In tho collection
are contained In an album, each one
being labeled with the date and the
name of tho town from which it
It has taken upwards
came.
of
twenty-flvyears lo make the
e

Red Coffin Not Allowed.
widow died recently in a small
town in Queensland, Australia, and
her son, it Socialist, desiring to manifest his political opinions, had her
coflln painted a bright red. Tito local
clergyman, however, refused to head
the procession to the grave with such
a coffin, and a coal of paint of a
color had to be put on ut the 'ast
moment.
A

suit-abl-

e

passes over Stony Brook by a quaint
old stone bridge, near Bruoro's grist
mill, which was built in 17M, and
which has been run continuously
since.

On Fieldonrinceton
SWrmi.h That Played Important
Parl

Flight.".

.

Put the English to
From the crest of tho hill to the
for American Independence
west tho English turned hack to moo:
the American advance, under Mercer,
(Special forrcsjiondoiirc.)
who was espied coming up the Quaker
road and along Stony brook. The latFew realize that
'
"Hilary chest offered a tempting ter had passed t ho Quaker church,
hi Insignificant all. the American
commander turned half a mile away, nnd, noting the
skirmish Jan.
off at Kingston on the
Millstone road English returning on the double
gave tlic
aJ
".
and thence proceeded with
his men quick toward the bridge, ho succeed
tlofiplil of Princeto tho hills around
ed in reaching tho top of the swell,
Morristown.
m more stgnifl-oto the right, in time to form line of
nop than
any Pillaged by British.
It was mar William Clark's
battle.
otlipr
revolution-t'rTho battle of Princeton
does not house, since demolished, that the first
field, save Sarcomprise the entire revolution!... i,i. collision occurred.
The American
atoga ami
charge
lory of the town. Morvon. on Stock-io- wore driven by a bayonet
Long
street, next the inn, was pillaged southward to tho field, where a pyraFort Washli.v
the English early in December. mid of shells now marks tho spot on
ington. C li a r os
it!, and was at one time
On. Howe's which Mercer fell. Hero Washington
treachery headquarters.
Lee's
The house was built came to the relief of his advance, and,
!'II(1
tile
rotl'P!!? very early in the
command, drove the Engsixteenth centurv assuming
through the Jorspys had loft to tho by .lohn
Stockton, and has remained lish in wild flight, the greater part
American lender the merost wreck of in the family
ever since. In 177(! it crossing tho brook and heading for
a beaten and dissolving army; and was
the residence of Uichnrd stock-ton- . Trenton; but a portion turned toward
when the confident Cornwallis arrived
Princeton
and were accounted for
one of the signers
at Trenton with his S.nOO disciplined tion of independence. ofThethe declara- later. Mercer .as enrried to tho house
residence
troops congress and the country ex. of another "signer"
is in Witherspoon of Thomas Chirk, where ho died ten
pected hourly the tidings that Washstreet, about a mile north of where days later after intense suffering.
ington's little bund had been captured President .lohn Witherspoon
built a What are said to be his bloodstains
or annihilated nnil the war ended.
residence in 177:!. Tusculum, as it on the floor of the room where ho
The disaffection 'of tho troops and was called, was also used as
Hrltish was first laid are still shown to visitthe languor of both soldiers and
headquarters in 177t!-7- , and in 17S9 ors.
were such as to prompt the re- Washington spent a night in the house
The fight in which Con. Mercer fell
mark of mi English historian that no en route to New York to take tho oath occurred with the lines of the opposgreat page of history is so little as president.
diagonaling detachments
drawn
stamped with heroism as the Ameri"The Barracks." an old stone house ly across the present lino of tho new
can revolution.
did
Recruiting was im- on Edgohill street, Is the oldest build, turnpike Mercer street wliicli
possible; enlistments wore expiring ing In Princeton. It is supposed to be not then exist. The route of the main
and the country people hastened to the original Stockton mansion.
It body of the Americans was- northeast'
safeguard themselves and their pi
was used for soldiers' quarters both ward along a farm road, which, roughly speaking, followed
the direction
by taking the oath of allegiance in the French war and in tho revoluwhich Mercer street now taks. Some
to tho crown. Nothing but military tion, hence its name.
even momentarily
Leckey says: "It seemed at this of t he wounded were carried to the
stlccesH could,
pt.lmulato the dying cause of American time almost certain that the American house of Thomas Olden, on the old
turnpike. This house is now the aviindependence.
revolution would have collapsi."
A
About, hair a mile
east, In march of ten miles, a .skirmish of tin ary of Drunithwacket, tho residence
a ravino south of Mercer street, oc- hour or less and t ho opportunity was of M. Taylor I'yne. While men wore
curred a second engagement.
Here gone: the Jerseys were cleared of recently making some repairs to tin
fragments of the i)ih and foth regi- British troops, and England's empire grounds a cannon ball and several
ments, having escaped from the rout over the thirteen colonies had slipped grapeshot were dug up and these are
at Stony Brook, rallied and opposed away. Never again did the American now in the possession of Mr. Pyno.
tho American advance under Clou. cause appear so hopeless. Princeton,
Sullivan.
The scene of this action skirmish though it was, was the tinn- Washington at Princeton.
At the Princeton commencement In
was just a littlo southwest of the ing point, the Ottyshurg. of the revopresent seminary grounds. The stand lution. Of the abandonment of the I7S:: Washington and tho congress
Washington donated
made by the English was only momen- Jerseys, the same historian says: "A were present.
tary. In a few moments Sullivan scat- - fatal damp was thrown on the causo ."in guineas to the trustees, which they
expended for a portrait of him by
Tills was
Peale of Philadelphia.
pieced in the frame which had formerly contained the portrait of King
(leorge.
From tlie old hall Oct. 18,
1781!. congress
issued the proclamation in which, after thanking tho army
In the country's name for Its heroic
achievements, the soldiers were discharged from further servico after
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House in Which Gen. Mercer Died.
tered them, the major portion fleeing
over the lino to tho New Brunswick
road, while about 200 of the l"th took
refuge In the college Old North. A
few shots were fired Into the building
The
and tho English surrendered.
Americnns proceeded eastward along
Nassau street, and their ear was passing Queonstowu when the head of
reached
Cornwallis"
main column
Mercer battleground, two miles to the
west. When they reached Princeton,
a
mounted In a small
opposite the present site
of tho inn. was fired by some stragglers, and Cornwallis halted for an
hour or so to reconnolter, thus makescape
Washington's
ing possible
Resisting the temptation to risk his
dwindling force by a march on New
otores
Brunswick, where Cornn-allU- '
field-piec-

:i.

Here, too, Washington, summoned
from the army at Nowburg, received
the thanks of congress, and after
thereto retired to the bouse at
Bocky hill, which is now known as
Washington heiidquai tors, and from
thence on Nov .'! of the same year ho
issued his farewell address to his
troops. This house is now tho properly of the Washington Headquarters association of Rocky hill. The
southeast room, on the second story,
as tho room wlioro
is pointed out
these orders were written.

Hie loalists from which It never
wholly recovered. "
the field of
It is, however, witli
Princeton, as it now exists, and with

ot

the historic relics and memories still
to be found in the old town, that we
have to do. The battlefield lies rough-in and around what used to be
railed the "Bis Triangle" Hint is,
the section inclosed by Stockton and
Mercer streets, from their Junction
near the Princeton inn westward, and
southwest ward to the Quaker roatl
.,()nKll)nt Is, the section inclosed by
Stockton streets from part of the old
turnpike between New Brunswick and
Trenton, the scone of so many march-oand countermarches in Washing-ton'Jersey campaigns. About a mile
to the west this road makes a curve
to the 60u;h, and again turning vest

s
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Etchings Not "Pictures."
That all the ignorance of the fine
arts is not confined to Chicago was
aptly illustrated in a local picture gallery one day last week, where there is
an exhibition of Whistler's etchings
on view. A wealthy woman walked
into the shop and asked to see the
"pictures," remarking that she had
noticed the sign in the window. When
she entered the room whore t lie etchings are hung she looked around and
asked "Where aro the pictures?"
Tho attendant waved his hand
around toward the four walls and replied: "They are here, madam."
She looked at them in cold disdain
ami replied, scornfully: "Ho you call
these scratches on paper pictures? I'd
Ilk to sec some finished ones." New
York Prefci.

CET RID

OF

THE

GAS

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills Strengthen
tho Stomach and Enablo It to
Do Its Work.
When the stomach is feeble (ho food
lies in it undigested, decays and throws
oil' poisonous gases that distend tho
walls of thu stomach mid causo interference with other organs especially
with the action of the heart and lungs.
These gases have other ill effects. Thu
nerves ami tho brain are disturbed
and discomforts such as dizziness hot
flushes, sleeplessness, irritablune.ss and
despondency originate from this source.
Kxperienco shows that those troubles
Vanish just as soon as the stomach in
hiudo strong enough to digest ' ho food.
In other words, it needs a tonic that will
do the wnrk of changing the
rouse
food into nourishment.
Miss Minerva (!. Lndil, of Ipswich,
Mass., says : "I hnd u weak .stomach
from the time I was n littlo child.
took hearty fund it would
Whenever
causo terrible fainttiess, ami I would
finally vomit what I had eaten. At
would be the most intense
times tin-rpains through thu upper part of my
days in succession, I would
body.
have to lie down most of the time.
The distress was often aso great that I
could hardly bear it, ami the frequent,
mid violent belching spells were very
disagreeable, too.
" My doctor's medicines gave me lit tin
relief and it was not until I tried Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills that found a cure.
Within three weeks a decided improveThe belching
ment was noticeable.
spells were less frequent, the pains
through my body were not so intense,
my food was retained and after taking
the pills for a few weeks longer I found
that I was altogether free from tho
miseries I had so long suffered."
Every dvspeptie should read "What
to Eat nnd'llow to Eat." Write the Dr.
Williams Medicine Co,, Schenectady,
N. Y., for a freo copy.
it-t-
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Chicago's Charities,
Tho Chicago charities directory,
containing a descriptive exhibit of the
philanthropic, social and religious resources of the city, lias recently been
issued. Cnder the different heads it
shows the following number of agencies
Care and relief of needy families
S
in their homes,
relief of destitute,
neglected and delinquent children, 51;
relief in permanent
and temporary
homes for adults, 51: relief for tho
sick, 12:!; relief for the defective, 21;
treatment of delinquent adults, 17; preventive social work, 12; supervisory
and educational work--, (!7: religious and
moral, 1,071, a grand total of l.tio'J.
:

1

;

Tho announcement made yesterday
that the London (ieucral Omnibus
Company lias decided during the next
three years to substitute motors for
horses on all the main roads will
greatly inteiest the people of London,
says the London Morning Post. It
moans that the chang. from the old
omnibus to the motor 'bus is to be carried out much more rapidly than was
contemplated a few months ago. What
the change will be may be partly inferred from some figures given yesterday by Sir John Pound. He said that
at the end of 1!in." the company had
twenty-ninmotors at work, but that
by th' end ot l!Mi(i they will have no
less than 'K
e

DISFIGURED

WITH

ECZEMA.

Brushed Scales From Face Like PowPhysicians
Grew
der Under
Worse Cuticura Works Wonders.
"I suffered with eczema six months.
I had tried three doctors, but did not
get any better. It was on my body
and on my feet so thick that. could
hardly put a pin on me without, touch,
My face was covered,
ing eczema.
my eyebrows came out. and then it
got in my eye. I then went to another doctor. He asked me wir.tt I was
taking for it. and i told him Cuticura.
lie said Unit was a very good thing,
that my face
but that he thought
would he marked for life. But Cuticura did its work, and my face is now
Just as clear as it ever was. I told
all my friends about my remarkable
want ov
cure. I feel so thankful
erybody far and wide to know what
Cuticura can do. It is a sure euro
for eczema. Mrs. Emma White,
Cherrier Place, Camden, N. J., April
25, 1905."

til

GRAND SPRING

1

IN TUCUMCAR

COHMENCING MONDAY,
APRIL i6th,and LASTING 6 DAYS
U

The Big Southern Carnival Company's Attractions!

$
Hi

Everything New this Year!
T

i

Fenn

&

fleyers, Mgrs.
S

b Big Tent Shows 8
2 Big Free Acts!

Big 56 Foot Ferris Wheel!

ROYAL ROMAN STADIUH.

Featuring "Diavalo"

Looping

the Spiral

oop on a Bicycle.
Peggy from Paris.
Coon Town 4oo.
l

Electric Theatre.
Willie the Fat Boy.
Nicholi.
The Giggle House.
Prince
The House of Mystery or Bump the Bumps.
Baby Incubators.
Most

Extra-ordina-

Exhibition

ry

CAPT. LOUIS SORGHO'S
Deep Sea and

Sub-mari-

Divers.

ne

6 Days of fun and Jollity
ikf

'DIAVALO" Looping the Spiral
Greatest Feat of Human Dan-- D

Loop on a Uicyle, the
viltry In lore the public.

Something

Doing

Every

Moment.

i Come the First Day and
Every DAY and NIGHT
t

GET IN the GAME.

GET THE CARNIVAL SPIRIT

m
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